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"In Search of Manatees"
by Leyla Akay, grade 8, Turkey. (page 3)

'\jOuth Honor Awards encourage creativity, diversity and
.L ecological awareness. VJ1e are pleased to present some of

your artwork in full color to introduce this annual feature.

"T'alch'um Mask Dance" by Victoria Tu, 12. (p.3)

Colorful, Creative Art for the Youth Honor Awarcls!
Z

"Untitled" by Haluk A kay, grade 10, Turkey. (p. 10) "Music" by Kimberly Shen, 16, New York. (page 3)
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Music: A Cultural Crossroad r'alch'um: I(orean Mas" Dance

In Search of Manatees

Page 3

Where have the poets gone?

The protectors of Nature,
The guardians of humanity,

The safe-keepers of all that is precious.
Where are the strident voices

When we need them the most?

-Leyla A kay, gr. 8, Turkish American, Turkey.

Skipping Stones

Where have the forests gone?

Cement trees replace green ones,

Overpowering Nature's fragile equilibrium.
A new jungle has formed, one ofsmog and stench.

Gone is green, replaced by ever-present gray.

Roofs thrust towards the bloodied sky.

Where have the mangroves gone?

The deep lagoons, once filled with mute manatees,

Lie suffocated under a tide of spilled oil.

Trees' roots grasp for a hold in an unbalanced world.

Pines have lost their luster, and even the sky is a bitter crimson.

Choked in their own home,

Seagulls in a stained ocean struggle to be freed.

M ask and mask dances were developed a long time ago in
Korea. There are two different types of masks: religious and

artistic. Religious masks are used for offerings and sacrifices to the
Gods, to scare away the "evil spirits." Artistic masks are used for the
arts, like drama and dance. Most artistic dances are performed at night.
These grotesque figures are exaggerated, the colors vivid, bright and
colorful. The dancers dance in a circle around the light of the wood
fire. Other masks, for example, religious masks, have less vivid colors
and are used during the day time.

The colors of masks help identify the gender and age of the danc
ers. Red, black, and white are some traditional favorite colors used in
dances. Koreans have philosophy that colors stand for
seasons and directions. Black stands for the north and
winter, and white stands for the south and summer.

T'alch'um is a remarkable dance that inspired me
to create this painting (p. 2). Not only is it a part of my
Korean culture, but it is also exciting to learn about
my traditional customs. When I worked on this paint
ing, I had the fun of engaging in one of my favorite hobbies, and at
the same time, I learned more about my ancestors. The drama of the

mask dance creates an exciting, collective learning experience for me.

- Victoria Tu, 12, Asian American, fllinois.

Down the road of Chegutu, Zimbabwe

The village children,

Held in tourist gaze,

Jump in unison

And

Stomp their feet

To the steady thumps

Ofa goat skin drum.

Down the road of Ojai,

A red-ribboned woman,

Circled by a vaquero,
Swirls her billiowing skirts

And

Drums her feet

To the mellow strum

Of the banjo.

Down the road ofEdinburgh,

Brightly clad dancers,

Encircled by visitors at a Folk Fair,

Twirl their kilts in checkered flares

And
Bounce about

To the breezy laugh

Ofbagpipes.

Different Music.

Different Cultures.

One World.

Down the road of Shanghai,

A long red paper dragon,

Maneuvered by miniscule men,

Snakes through the throngs,

And

Rustles in synchrony

To the rhythmic jing

Of cymbals.

-Kimberly ShOl, 16,
Chinese American, New
York. Kimberly adds: "TO
peifect my abilities, I will
continue to paint the scope
C?I my imagination through
poetry and short stories. "

(See artwork on p. 2).
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* Express Yourself! *
W elcome to the Youth Honor Awards issue.

We are always impressed with the quality
of your writings and artistic expressions-your ability
to express your feelings and thoughts, and the depth of
your understanding as shown by your creations in our
pages. Keep on sending your thought-provoking work!

Homeschooler or not, when you return after sum
mer break, you'll face new challenges-new grades and
subjects, new classmates, teachers and school-making
the schoolyear more exciting. Most of you are ready to
take on these challenges, right? Go for it!

Last month, I read about Abby Sunderland, a 16
year old girl, who tried to sail around the world solo.
Although she had to abort her attempt half-way, I still
admire her courage and her trust in her abilities. And
kudos to her parents for trusting her abilities as well as
giving her their support to take on such a daunting
task! We grow more when we take on difficult tasks
and responsibilities. Lots of practice and patience also
help us grow.

As a teenager, do you feel that you have enough
choices, responsibilities and challenges? Are you able
to voice your opinions? Are your views respected and
valued at school, at home, or in the community? We all,
feel more engaged when we have some decision mak
ing power and a voice in the family, community and
the society.

Consider, for example, the issue of school sched
ules. Research shows, and we all know it very well, that
teenagers like to sleep late. In many areas in the U.S.,
elementary and middle schools start their day around
8:30 or 9 AM, while high schoolers need to be at
school before 8 AM!

School districts begin high schools at 8 AM because
it may be more convenient for the adults involved or
for after-school activities such as sports. But most of
you are sleep-deprived, have no time for a sit-down
breakfast and come to school grumpy early in the
morning. Given that many of! you have to stay up late
for completing your homework assignments, it does
not make any sense to begin so early. Have the school
officials seriously considered your views in this regard?

As another example, in four countries-Austria
Brazil, Cuba and Nicaragua-16 year old teenagers
have voting power, and in some other states they can

From the Editor

vote in local elections. On the Internet, you can find
out many points and counter-points in the debate to
lower the voting age to 16. One of the arguments in
favor is that it will make teenagers more engaged in
society. We need fresh ideas, high idealism and the
enthusiasm of our youth, our future. For a German par
ent (and a friend of mine) the most important reason
is that young people need a voice, especially in matters
that affect them directly! In many countries, teens make
a sizable portion of the population.

Where do you stand on the issue of lowering the
voting age to 16, perhaps with a citizenship education?

When we combine our voices together, they
become a strong force that must be given consideration
by decision-makers. For example, the mess that B.P.'s
crude oil spill has created in the Gulf of Mexico can
not possibly be addressed fully by a few individuals. We
must form, discuss and voice our opinion jointly as the
problem is too big and the money~makingmachinery
is well-oiled, with plenty of capital and power invested
in it. The greed for money and our excessive depen
dence on oil has soiled our ecosystems too close to a
break-down point. Humanity must make many tough
decisions if we are to survive the 21st Century. These
might include boycotting all oil companies that drill
off-shore or even doing without the oil-driven auto
mobiles as our choice vehicle for transportation.

Recently, while viewing the documentary movie,
"Sharkwater," I was once again faced with the stark
reality that most of us do not understand the two basic
laws of ecology and nature: Everything is interconnected,
and, There is no such thing as afree lunch. The movie sug
gested that 90% of the world's shark population has
been lost due to the big appetite for shark-fin soup
and the huge money that's made in the shark-fin busi
ness. Over 100 million sharks are killed a year. Can you
imagine its ecological impact? Sooner or later, we must
pay the price of what we do. Will we realize it before it
is too late and what the price-tag will be?

You might like to express your opinions on all
matters important to you. Write letters to the edi
tors of newspapers and to civic leaders. They need to
hear your thoughts. Also, make the best use of Skipping
Stones, your dedicated forum for sharing your experi

ences, truth and views. ~~
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1011 Youth Honor Awards
We invite your best writings and art on

Cultural Diversity, Family and Society, Nature,
Ecology, Dreams and Visions, Youth Activism,
Creative Conflict Resolution, Peace and Justice.

Ten winners will be published in Vol. 23, no. 4!

Send by June 25, 2011 to: Skipping Stones
P. O. Box 3939, Eugene, OR 97403 USA
Or e-Mail to: editor@SkippingStones.org
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-Hanna Yip, 9, Korean Chinese American, New York.

The "I Am From" poem is aform ofpoetry where you

describe your personal and cultural background by using all

different types of nouns-from places, animals, food to even
your favorite school subject. You can also use adjectives and

verbs to give yourself a unique way of expressing your emo

tions, and experiences. You describe your home or the city

which you call home, to create a sort ofvisual. It is agreat way
to practice your creativity and improve your writing skills.

In high school, I'd begin my "I Am From" poem by

writing about my hometown... "I am from the ever-changing
town of Springfield, Oregon. "You can then develop your own

perspectives of your home and about yourself. Use metaphors

or similes like: "I am from a place offour seasons," "I am like

the dew on a morning leq[, so fresh with new ideas," or "I am
the delicious coconut cream pie that comes out of the warm

oven; never meant to be gobbled up, but savored and erijoyed. "

There are many ways to write a "I Am From" poem. It

just needs to flow. For the most part, it should have "I Am"
to open each stanza. Try it to express yourself! if you have
trouble, you can look at examples Oil-line. Happy writing!

o =======- A_I_"I1_be_r_H_al_np_to_n_,s_t_u_de_n_t_in_t_er_n_,_O_r_eg_o_n_.

Arun Narayan Toke

Beth Erfurth, Hanna K. Still

Rachel Ewing, Amber Hampton,

Hanna Hostick,Talya Golian,Tate James.

EditorIPublisher:

Editorial StcifJ:

Interns:
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What.s ~n Y{§)ur Mind? Seud your submissions to: editor@SkippingStones.org

Hurdles of Life
When looking down the long lane,

It's not a clear path.
Hurdles are in the way,

Making many problems.

So find a way over the hurdles.
And overcome the hurdles

One by one,
As you move down the lane.

Some hurdles will be easy,
Some will be hard.

Every time you stumble,
Try harder.

The finish line is near,
But towers try to stop you.
When jumping over them,

You are like a bird high in the air.

-Adam Kim, grade 8,
Korean American, Pennsylvania.

Teenage Years
Thirteen.

Wearing tight pants
designer jeans,

faded, lightly washed

and ripped at the seams.
With a cell phone

in her pocket,
a hand running

through her hair,
she struts down the hallways

eyes with a strict glare.
But when she really grows up,

she'll learn one day,
when she's offby herself, alone and stray.

It won't matter, the music,
the drama, the brands.

One day, they all say,
she'll understand.

After all, she's only
thirteen.

-Ra}'chel Shipley, grade 8, Pennsylval1ia.

Sept. - Oct. 2010

Koala Mothers by Alice
Hawke, 11, California.
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Art by Tate James, 15,
slimmer intern, Oregon.

Skipping Stones

Puzzle of life

Life is a puzzle.
So many pieces to it,

None alike,
You can't force two pieces to fit,

Like you can't force two friends together.
Each piece is unique.

Because life is a puzzle
Waiting to be solved.

-Alysia Welsh, grade 7, Pennsylvania.

Segregation
Discrimination, segregation,

Why is it still present?
Is it not because,

Of our actions and thoughts,
Who is to blame but us?

Is there a solution to this problem, one may ask?
At this point it is unknown,
But with the right mind set,
And with good intention,

Solutions can be made,
And who is to make them,

But us!

-Nick Carnovale, grade 8, Pennsylvania.

Something to Think About
We have spent too much time

Dwelling on the past
We have spent too much money

Dwelling in the future
We need a plan ofaction

A way to take control
What's going to happen?

Will it disappear?
We need to ask these questions

We need to think about
What's happening now?

What's disappearing?
Are we on the right track?

Or are we the prey
Stuck in a clearing?

These questions are important. ..
So what are we doing?

-Hannah Christenson,grade 7, Pennsylvania.
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The 2,010 Youth Honor Awarcls
Our Hearty Congratulations to the following entrants:

** Kylie Hunter 9, and Maya Hunter, 7, Colorado (belolu)

**Virginia Moscetti, 9, and Serena Collarte, 9, Florida (page 9)

* Ella Scanga, 9, California (page 11)

*Victoria Tu, 12, Illinois (pages 2 and 3 )

* Melissa Fich, 17, New Jersey (page 12)

* Hanna Hostick, 14, Oregon (page 12)

*Kimberly Shen, 16, NewYork (pages 2 and 3)

**Fourth and fifth graders at Laurence School, California (p. 13)

** Na'au School Students; Hawaii (page 14)

** Maria Wilczek, Haluk Akay and Melisa Gulseren, 10th graders,
and Leyla Akay, 8th grader, Turkey (pages 1,2,3, 10 and 11)

Note: To encourage many more of your creations, we have honored a number of school and
classroom submissions with aJoint Award, denoted by **. Perhaps, you might like to start working

on your entries for the 2011 Youth Awards! And, it's never too early to send any submissions.

Friends
A river

Deep and blue
Its water

Pours over the rock
Raging

Yet laughing

A canyon towers above
Standing proud

The sun
Glints down

Its radiant rays
Making the rock

More Brilliant

The humble stream
Is not jealous

For it is content
With its churning cloudy water

The river
Deep and blue

Looks at the canyon
And the canyon smiles back

-Kylie Hunter, 9, Colorado.

Page 8

Saying Goodbye
Saying goodbye is a flower

Losing its petals
A broken down car

That will never work again
Saying goodbye is like the sun

N ever shining
Like a suffering being

Saying goodbye makes me feel sad
But I have to ...
Until next year!

-Maya Hunter, 7, Colorado.

Photos: Kylie Hunter and Maya Hunter.

Skipping Stones

Health Nourishing
(for Uncle Mike after his accident)

We are your health

That shines down
Like sun rays

The warmth from our hearts
Glistens with a sunset

Streaked with pink

The reflection in the ocean
Is like a twin

Of the vibrant sky

Love holds you afloat
Your health is our destination

You have everything you need

Now the decision lies with you

Reach for your goal
Grasp it

Let it fill you with warmth
You have everything you need

Fight for it
You will succeed
You will succeed

-Kylie Hunter, 9, Colorado.
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My Family History

M y grandmother, Amada Lopez-Cantera, was born
in Cuba. She was in Cuba at the time of Fidel

Castro. Before Fidel rose to power, my great grandparents
worked very hard and owned a very popular business. After
Fidel took over, the business, their home and everything they
owned was taken away. The government said it all belonged
to them. My great grandparents were arrested while my
grandmother and her brother were in school. When they
got home, their parents were gone and they were told they
had to leave their home and everything they had inside.
They were alone. Soon after they were arrested, my great
grandparents were released from jail for one day only by a
friend, but they had to go back the next day. That same day
they escaped from Cuba. My great grandfather was a pilot at
the time. He borrowed a plane and flew it to Florida with
his wife, leaving behind my grandmother and her brother in
Cuba with their aunts. My great grandparents had no money,
were alone in a new country and didn't speak any English.

My grandmother and her brother came to Miami when
they got their visas a few months later. My grandmother was
18 years old and her brother was 12. He had to go to school
in Miami but my grandmother had to go to work right
away. She was the only one in my family who spoke English,
so she got a job at the Miami Herald as a secretary. She mar
ried my grandfather and they had two girls, my mother,
Linda, and her sister,Vivian.

They had to do all kinds ofjobs when they first got here,
like selling ice cream, and pumping gas in cars. My great
grandfather went back to school and became a lawyer in
Florida at age 64. My great grandmother started a new busi
ness like the one she had in Cuba, and worked until she was
91. She also went to school while she was working, and she
became a CPA.

My mother had to help in the family business too when
she was a kid. She spent all her spring breaks and some of
her summer breaks in the office making copies and helping
out.

My parents met while my mother was visiting a friend
in California. They got married in Rome, Italy, and lived
there for a few years. In the year 2000, she had her first
child, me, a beautiful little girl named Virginia. Then they
moved back to Miami and in 2003 they had their second
baby, named Massimo (my brother.) In a few years, when I
was in second grade, my mother had another baby named
Alessandro (my other brother).

- Virginia Moseeui, 9, Florida.

. Sept. - Oct. 2010

Get to know Jose,
My Great Grandfather

JOSe was my great grandfather on my mom's
side. He was born on March 30, 1888 in

BeIrut, Lebanon. At that time Lebanon and Syria
were part of the Ottoman Empire. Apparently
there wasn't much work in Beirut so through
the information of a 100 year old agenda that is
still in our family, he sailed out of Syria-Lebanon
on October 18, 1909 to Buenos Aires, Argentina.
Once there, he settled 300 kilometers from the
capital in a rural village where there was a small
Syrian community. Thanks to this he could speak
his language, although he knew a little French
and he learned to speak Spanish well. He opened
a fabric store, which became his occupation the
rest of his life. He opened it everyday including
Saturdays and Sundays with my great grandmoth
er whom he married on February 10,1916.

Again, to get a better life, he closed this store
in 1947 and left for the capital where he opened a
haberdashery store until his death in 1966.

My grandmother told me he talked a lot
about his country and spoke Arabic to his Syrian
friends. (My great grandmother would get angry
because she didn't understand what they were say
ing!) He adapted very well to his life in Argentina.
Although he was a Muslim, he let his children
choose their religion when they grew up. They all
became Catholics like their mother.

-Serena Collarte, 9, Florida.

Editor's Note: Ms. Ruth Young's third graders
interviewed their parents and grandparents to
learn about their family history. The two writings
above represent the wonderful work they did.

Photos: Victoria ~eft) and Serena (right).
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Music: The Universal Language ofWorld Peace

M ore than 400 young voices sang in a calm
and hopeful harmony, "From this house, to

the world, we will go, hand in hand." The choir stood

in a huge circle around the audience, continuing to
sway to the dissipating tones, united as one body while

a tumultuous applause thundered in acknowledgment.

The Festival of Choirs is an annual choral event
held at The American International School in Muscat,

Oman. Music students from international and com
munity schools around the Middle East and Africa

come to make music and friends every year over a
Muslim weekend (Thursday and Friday) in the month
of February. A virtuoso guest conductor is invited
each year to guide the enthusiasm of the participating

youths into beautiful melo
dies performed after just two
intensive yet rewarding days
of preparation.

I participated with my
school from Turkey in the

Festival of Choirs 2010, and
found it to be one of the

most satisfying musical expe
riences of my life. Due to
unfortunate flight schedules,
we arrived in the Sultanate
of Muscat, Oman, at 3:00
AM in the pre-dawn dark

ness. After catching a few
hours of helpful rest, we travelled to the American
International School in Muscat to begin the festival.

For a day we rehearsed not only as a mass choir,
but also in sections with other individuals of similar
vocal ranges. That evening, a talent show was held at

the school where students played instruments and sang
songs, sharing the universal language of music.

That afternoon, we met our host
families-kind, hospitable volun

teers who host incoming students

and help visiting participants get to
know the culture of Oman. Students
from Morocco, Algeria,Turkey, Saudi

Arabia and Egypt spent an enjoyable
afternoon visiting local museums,

palaces, mosques and souks.

The following day, rehearsals

continued. After all, putting on a
concert with 400 participants after
just two days of preparation is no
small matter. Following many more

hours of (tiring) practice, the show
was ready to go. To a large crowd of parents, teachers
and Omani residents, 400 students of many nationalities
from ten different schools sang songs in five different
languages, all communicating the same message to the
audience and the world. Youth from all races, religions
and nationalities had come together to celebrate diver
sity and unity through singing. One weekend, one con
cert, one world corning
closer together!

-Haluk Akay, 10th

grade, Turkey. These pho

tos if the Muslim archi

tectural sites were taken by
Haluk during his weekend

visit to Muscat, Oman.
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On the Cover: Lost in Nature
"I'm a Polish student currently living in Turkey-just one of the countries which I have

come to settle in. My main passions include art, cooking and travel. Thanks to my diplomatic
lifestyle and everyday cultural diversity, I have managed to experience all these to the fullest.

"My piece, Lost in Nature, inspired by the style of the contemporary artist,Victor Molev,
is an amalgamation ofboth natural and human elements of my life. Up close, it is a painting of
a few unique flowers from a wild meadow, yet from far away, the flora bends to create a por
trait of a girl-me. The environment is not only beautiful and rich, it is also an indispensable
aspect of our lives. It is a building block of our being, and thus I have portiayed myself not in

co-existence with it, yet as a part living within it." -Maria Wilczek, 16, Turkey.

Ivy and the Maple Leaf

•..,-
-Ella Scanga, 9, California.

O nce, there was a big Maple Tree with beauti
ful leaves that changed colors with the season.

Ivy was a little girl with brown eyes and golden hair. She
loved nature. Each fall, she loved to sit on a bench next to
the Maple Tree watching all the leaves dry up and blow
away. One year, when fall came and Ivy was sitting on the
bench, the leaves fell until only one leaf was left hanging.

"Don't fall until you are ready," said Ivy as the leaf
blew in the gentle wind.

The next day, when Ivy sat on the bench under the
Maple Tree, the leaf had still not fallen. "Don't fall until
you are ready," Ivy told the leaf which fluttered in the
gentle wind.

The next day Ivy sat under the Maple Tree with
a notebook. She was doing a report on tree bark and
decided that it was a good idea to come to the park for
ideas.When she looked up, the leaf was still there.

"Don't fall until you are ready," said Ivy to the leaf.

On the last day of fall, the leaf finally fell off the tree.
Ivy picked up the leaf off the ground and put in her
notebook. Years passed by, and Ivy was getting ready to
move. She was going through her things and found the
notebook and the little brown leaf. She loved thatJeaf.

When she grew up, Ivy decided that she would
become a botanist and help save plants.

As a botanist, she taught a class called" Plants,
Specimens and Herbs" at a community garden. Every
day, she would take her class to the park
where the old Maple Tree still lived.
They would observe, draw plants and
learn about all the things that they could
do to help the environment. The kids
were inspired by Ivy's love of nature and
some decided to become botanists too.

Disabled Children in Turkey
According to a Turkish government figure 12 %

of Turkey's population is disabled. Special laws that
aim to make life easier for disabled people are present,
but it cannot be said that these laws are fully carried
out. Disabled people face many problems, for example
in transportation and in almost every part of life.

The way disabled people are viewed by general
society is not very good either. People don't under
stand that disability is something that can happen to
anyone at any moment, and disabled people are not
easily accepted into society.

My school in Ankara, Turkey, visits a rehabilita
tion center every Sunday. Disabled children come
there from around the country and stay there for a
few months with their parents (mothers) while being
treated. They leave their home, family and school to
come to a hospital where they have nothing to do in
their free time. During our visits there, we play games
with the children.

If it's your first time going, you may get nervous
and think that you won't know what to do, but after
spending time with the children you realize that there
is no difference between them and other children.
They like to play and cry when their toys get taken
away, just like others. We play with play dough, puz
zles and we color in drawings. The idea is for the chil
dren to have fun while playing and to develop some
of their skills. •

After seeing how happy the kids get when they
see you walk in through the doors and when you
approach them, you realize that this is all worth get
ting up early on a Sunday morning and missing
breakfast. Before you know it, you promise to come
back next week. There is no other feeling like know
ing you are helping and making someone else happy.

-Melisa Culmen, 15, Turkey.
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A Wall\ in Tel Aviv, Israel Thinl\ of Peace

Sept. - Oct. 2010

No,
"Think,"

"Ofpeace."
Snow capped mountains
Glowing valleys adorned

With gurgling streams, and
Colorful flowers

Lush green grasses
And noisy cowbells

A gently rocking swing
Under a tree

A book
A bird
A song
A hope

For peace
For happiness

For cooperation and love

-Hanna Hostick {right}, 14, German
American, Oregon. Hanna spent two

weeks

My flushed face cools down
"Think,"

I say,
"Ofpeace."

Palm trees swaying
To the silent song

Of the whispering wind
Golden ladies dance to the music

The breeze dies down
They settle

Until the next gust

Waves are lapping
Carving at sun-bleached shores

Fish are darting
From safe haven

To safe haven
Coral stands
Unprotected

Pollutants dumped

Skipping StonesPage 12

I
returned from my trip to Iel Aviv changed. I am more indepwdent,
thoughiful, and, if course, more fluent ill Hebrew. I was eager to tell my
friends about my experiwces, particularly because none of them had ever

visited Israel before. I tried to explain the big things-holl l the state of Israel (lias
founded, the Arab-Israeli conflict, the various jewish sects. Yet I quickly abandoned
this approach: history lessons were not the //lost ~ffective ways to introduce others
to a very personal and tranijor//lative experience. So I began by describing my first
morning in Iel Aviv. I wrote about my initial reactions to the sites and smells on
the way to my Hebrew class. I hope that, as you read it, it transports you from the
cool comfort ofan office or desk to the sizzling streets in Israel.

The key hits the lock with a satisfying clink as I leave my cousin doz
ing in the stupor of her air-conditioned apartment. The air outside is less
forgiving, hot and mucky, and drenched with Mediterranean heat. But this
doesn't bother me; I'm on my way to my first Hebrew class in Tel Aviv.

With this thought, I set out upon a four block city stretch with a
spring in my step. Four blocks are not particularly expansive, I know, but
back in suburban New Jersey, I'm not even allowed to walk out of the
house by myself. Walking four blocks alone in a foreign city-this is sweet,
sweet freedom.

First, I pass the flower shop: a small, haphazardly arranged set of
shelves brimming with bouquets of roses, Persian cyclamens and Negev
Chamomile-reds, pinks and yellows paint the fafade of the otherwise
neglected store. The shopkeeper, a stout, old man, sits on a fold-out chair
and looks at passersby with a hardened expression. He's in that chair when
I run to the supermarket in the afternoons, and when I go out at night;
will he be in that chair when I return from class? He's always waiting for a
customer, hoping the flowers will smile enough for both of them.

Just beyond the flower shop is a Chabad house, a place of worship for
Ultra-Orthodox Jews. Bearded men with black hats scurry past me and
stealthily avert their eyes from my scantily clad knees. Just a few shops
down from Chabad house is the ironically close "adult" store. Mannequins
and objects with strange shapes scream from the display window, and this
time, I avert my eyes.

As I do so, I see restaurants on the other side of the street with tra
ditional Israeli foods-pita, hummus, shawarma-and the spicy smell of
meat edges out from beneath counters and saunters down the street. I can
always smell a misada, or restaurant, before I see it.

Remembering my cousin's detailed directions, I know I'm near the
ulpan (school) because I see the tapestry store before it. A turbaned man
sits cross-legged before a large, intricate piece of embroidery, filling in
the faded sections with magic marker. I chuckle and turn down Rehov
Gordon towards the ulpan. A throng of older-looking students, all in
their twenties or thirties, walks in confidently. I take a deep breath,
hoping my nerves don't betray my youth and walk to my first class.

-Melissa Fich ~eJt), 17,jewish American, New jersey.



~ Lauren" Sc:hooll\ids, California ~ Colorful Peace

rwilight

Twilight
The water dances
The cloud cries

Fish going off a slide of water
Jumping into a lake

Thunder

Lightning
Fighting with bright light

Getting darker

Darker
Black

Day walks away

Night steps into watch
Stars fade away as they go to sleep

Not a single light
Just the eyes of the night watching

The eyes of twilight

-Jessica Robinson, 5th grade.

Peace is a rainbow of feelings

Red is for the bonds of friendship formed

Orange is for the acceptance of differences
Yellow is for the thoughts and cultures shared

Green stands for nature and its beautiful balance

Blue, the sorrow and longing for

when a great friend is away
Purple is the joy of being reunited with something

or someone long lost
Peace is a rainbow.

-Batia Blank, 4th Grade.

Music Is Yours

War

War!
Why do we have wars?

What is the reason?
All this killing and at the end you get nothing

But families' loved ones lost,
Cities destroyed and all for nothing.

I lost friends and family
Now I am an abandoned soldier

Roaming around
I've seen terrified faces, tons of fear,
Buildings destroyed and homes lost

And now I ask, why do we suffer all this for nothing?

Why?

-John Graves-Marchand, 4th grade.

"On the Other Side of the Camera"
Photo by Sara Saltiel, 5th grade. This photo shows inter

locking hands behind a contrast if lights and darks. You can see

through the window but it's a mystery what is behind the window.

Music is not just some ordinary, everyday basic note... to me

Music is a way oflife

Every song is like a pallet of notes
Each tune blending together creating the most powerful thing

Music
Each tune is a melody in your head

It's not interesting to just listen to music
You have to understand it

If I we~e.an artist I would purposefully make a meaningful song
This way people would listen to it over and over until it's in

Your head and you understand the meaning of music

When I'm listening to music, I'm in a bubble which no one can pop
Only you can describe how a song makes you feel

Music is another gate unraveling a whole new way of life in your ears
In order to really get into the mood ofmusic

You have to be with the melody
Let your heart sail through music

Feel your heart thumping to every note
You won't know the worth of music until the artist is you

-Joely r#iner, 5th grade.
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The Islands of Micronesia
~l-_N_a'_a_u_S_'h_o_o_I,_H_a_w_a_ii--J~

I sing of my Micronesian culture

when my great-grandmas wore
their artistic, glimmering tortoise shells,

over their dark hair

passing it on to their daughters

on and on

I sing of my great-grandpas
who took me up a mountain

called Tonachau in the islands of Micronesia

and taught me how to kill a wild pig.
We roasted it and later ate it

with rice, chicken soup and kon.

I sing of Micronesian legends

my grandmas told me
about two sisters and a monster named Rola.

Rola killed all the villagers
on the Micronesian island.

The two sisters were frightened

because they were the only survivors,
but they killed Rola

and became the chiefs of the island.

Storyteller
As long as I live
I will always be

A writer,
nothing else.

I shall spew stories
Like a pen
Full of ink

casting ideas
or filing pages

that glisten
through the ages

Like a paper
with rustling sheets

ofvirgin void
tentatively at first,
soon to overflow

with endless words
from the depths
of the unknown.

But always,just me.

-Elizabeth Mueller, 14.

Page 14

-Jeremy Walter, 14.

Luminescence
Pure facts soothe my mind

with clear, radiant knowledge
and limitless dreams.

-Tcmner Wailani Wong, 8,
adds: "VfIe speak Hawaiian. I

Jeel great when I write poetry. "

Nana's Kisses
Ke Akua's winds

Dream of sweet Nu 'uanu
Clouds that kiss my cheeks.

-Lyla Gonsalves, age 7.

Note: Ke Akua: Hevenly Father
Nu'uanu: A lush valley on

the island if 'Ohau

Skipping Stones

The House in Salt Lake
May I describe

My Grandma Fong's kitchen?

Slightly cluttered,
. Breezy and surrounded

By hazelnut and milky white cabinets

Where she keeps her old

shopping bags

tied in knots
And empty glass bottles

from an unknown origin.

Ofcourse, there are geckos
Outside of the kitchen windows

Because she lives in Salt Lake.

And there are termites
Every warm summer night.

Whenever we go over,
She always cooks brown rice.

I can see my Grandma Fong setting the table
With her scratched and stained silverware

And the clutter ofbowls and plates
That cover the table.

She brings out a pot ofJuk

That we will eat
Over brown rice.

-Derin Young, 16.

The Planet's Healing

Light dissolved this evening
In the sky above my house,

Above my church, above my mama's house,
And above my school.

Light rumbled this evening
Over the streets of Fallujah, Iraq,

Over the roads of Kabul, Afghanistan,
And over the refugee camps in Darfur.

Light fell
This evening I saw light
Beyond the ocean's edge,

Where the world's treasures waited for me;
And I watched this light melting away

Like frost on the window
As night healed the world with peace.

-Resy Kony, 15.
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*Notcworthy Entrics *
Seasoned Kimchi
My halmoni* would season

her kimchi in a huge tub full of the crimson
kimchi sauce while I observed.

She would wear transparent
plastic gloves and add salt

to the raw cabbage, mixing it well.

She'd tell us to wait
until the kimchi soaked up
the sauce and not to argue

with each other.

N ow, she is in a care home in Liliha,
and we visit her as often as we can,

missing her delicious kimchi.

I imagine her back
in the kitchen tasting the kimchi
to see if she seasoned it perfectly.

My halmoni would squeeze
as much kimchi as she could

into these clear jars
to store for meals later.

She would place them
in the back of the fridge,

past the oxtail soup, the bowl of rice, and the theok poki,
putting her jars there.

Halmoni, I feel like telling her,
r miss how you would take care

of me when my parents
were too busy with work.

You are the stars to my night sky.
You are the sun for my earth.

-Leslie Yang, 13, Na 'au, Hawaii. *Halmoni: grandmother.

The Wild
r see the towering mountains above.

The eagle and the hawk sweep low,
while the sun rides high with a pale, red glow.
r imagine the world has never been walked.

I'm alone in my thoughts with the eagle and the hawk.
I turned my head and there's the sea.

The wild is where I'd like to be.

-Eva May Rose Happy, 9, Oregon.

Oceans
Beauty,just blue beauty,

Waters rush through you like air;
Sand prints from feet cover land, wet and dry;

Above the water you hear light crashes;
Under the water you hear complete silence except for

a trickle of hushing babies.
The earth is cold 'til you're gone

It's the earth's magic passions.
It's oceans.

-Hunter, Makaha Elem. School, Hawaii.

Yellow, Black, Red and White

Yellow,White
Red, Black

How will I ever know
Which color is right?

White, the blank color of rice
Red, the strong color ofspice

Yellow, the color of the shimmering sun
Black, the color of ravens, flying and having fun

Which one is right?
I guess we will never know

But one fact is true
We all make up a beautiful rainbow.

-Athena Gerasouis, 11, NewJersey.

Silent Dreams
Thanks, silent dreams,

Not because vivid colors paint my resting mind
Or when I hear the wandering rain

Pitter-pattering against the roof
Or when I fall asleep under the heavenly stars

Decorating the sleepy sky.

Thanks, because you let us rest and wake us up
To a magnificent sunrise rising to a new day.

You make us appreciate every, ordinary twilight
Drowning in to the night.

-jenna Hashimoto, 12, Na 'au, Hawaii.
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Ji
Teachers

Especially or Nana Jean: Talking about Religion in Public Schools

The other day while my seventh grade class watched
a mOVIe, I made myself up like Nefertiti and then

dramatically read the story of the opening of King Tut's
tomb and the faith of the Egyptians in the afterlife. I told the
class there would be a special guest today. The teacher's book
says that this period in Egyptian history is contemporaneous
with the Hebrews and that the Bible may be used as a refer
ence. What if I dress like Moses'

Where is the line between teaching about religion
and practicing religion in the classroom? Wouldn't it be
easier, as the beginning teachers in my college classes sug
gest, to just keep religion out of the classroom completely?
Children representing many faiths and no faith, including
agnostics or atheists, attend public schools in most nations.
As our demographic and immigration patterns change we
know that all children need to feel safe and included when
it comes to religion or no religion. How do teachers remain
wholesomely neutral in their classrooms? What are students
allowed to say or do in regards to their faith?

Religion inspires "faith and morality for many people.
Mosques, synagogues, sweat lodges, churches, temples, sacred
mountains, ashrams, and cathedrals have been uplifting places
of spiritual reflection and prayerful worship for human
beings throughout recorded history.... No matter how reli
gion and spirituality are understood, they are powerful forces
in the lives of individuals-including teachers and students
in schools." (Patrick Slattery, 2006, p. 71).

Each time we're confronted with an issue around reli
gion in public schools, five factors come into play: legal
issues, curriculum issues, moral issues, personal faith, and
common sense. We will touch legal issues in another issue.

Many curriculum units help teachers teach about reli
gion in an appropriate manner. Some guidance on cur
riculumissues may come directly from teachers' manuals.
Two brochures, Religion in the Public School Curriculum
and Religious Holidays in the Public Schools (from Freedom
Forllm) sponsored jointly by nine secular organizations, such
as the NEA and AFT and seven religious organizations, like
the National Council of Christians and American Jewish
Congress, may serve as a beginning point for understand
ing many curriculum issues. The brochures are in Qllestion
and-Answer format and are based on the
assumption that in our society public
schools are places for persons of all faiths
or none. Schools and school teachers
may neither uphold nor put down any
religion. The brochures also make it clear
that "education without appropriate
attention to major religious influences
and themes is incomplete education."

Moral issues means thinking about what "is the right
thing to do" and is closely connected with the teaching of
values. One of the brochures says, "Basic moral values that

are recognized by the population at large (e.g., honesty,
integrity, justice, compassion)" may be taught through dis
cussion or by example without using religion to enforce
them. At the same time "public schools may teach about the

various religious and non-religious perspectives concern
ing the many complex moral issues confronting society,

but such perspectives must be presented without adopting,
sponsoring, or denigrating one view against another" (bro
clune). The most important point is understanding that First
Amendment neutrality doesn't mean being neutral on values
or acting on those values for the good of children.

Personal faith issues are harder to clarify. Teachers need
to find the balance between caring for students and not try
ing to get students to follow the teacher's own faith. As an
example, I was asked to be involved with a memorial service
for a child of parents who did not believe in God. It was a
challenge because, as a teacher, I could not push my faith,
yet, as a Christian, I wanted to share hope for heaven. As
I prepared for this event, I found material the student had
written that supported his faith (and mine), and I was able
to share using his words. Students are always allowed to share
their faith when the choice of topic is up to them in the

classroom or when they are on their own time, for example,
during lunch or recess or before and after school.

Common sense may prevail when a clear choice is not
obvious. For instance, what if a student initiates a prayer
with a teacher? Where is the line between promoting and
denying the faith of the student? In one situation, where I
knew the child and his family (and their faith tradition), I
did pray with the student during school hours. Using com
mon sense I prayed with the student in a semi-private man
ner on the side of the playground, confident that my actions
were congruent with the parents' and student's belief system.
I was not taking attention.,or time away from other students
and felt that the needs of this student were compelling.

Back to Moses. I told the students I would go to the
office to check and asked them to welcome our guest if
I missed him in the hallway. I quickly made my way to

the teachers' lounge, changed into a long, colorful
robe, flowing white beard and sandals and returned. I
knocked and majestically entered the room... as Moses,
complete with the "Ten Commandments. After the initial
shock and one student's comment, "Gee Moses, yOll Sllre
got a tan wandering arollnd in the desert," we discussed the
connections and mutual influences of the Hebrew and
Egyptian cultures, appropriately learning about religion.

-ProfessorJean MOille, Oregon State University, Oregon.
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Q.: What is "Black and white, and heard all over?"

Answer: A piano or a keyboard!

DearTom,

I have no doubt that you learned a great deal last
year experiencing a successful school year. The next
year can be just as great!

Read as much as possible of world-oriented news
papers, magazines and nonfiction books. One of the
greatest treasures in life is finding your special interest.
Look for a workshop or a class that will teach you new
skills, such as bicycle repair, hiking, gardening, life
guarding or using new software.

Can you think of friends with common interests?
Why not invite these classmates and neighbors to an art
gallery, a museum, or to a speech, debate and discussion.

Perhaps you will discover that new doors open all
the time. Teachers and students can look each other in
the eye, exchange knowledge, support each other, get
strength from each other and grow in wisdom together.

Perhaps, during the long summer vacation you
have already prepared yourself for the new school year.
I wish you another great school year ahead.

P.S.: Ibm, there are afew math tricks
such as the one on this page that you can Ir w.vo.-J

try with yourfriends to connect with them. ~

lllllstrated by Pallia Gregovich, Oregon.

"Last year was a great school year for me. I am afraid
that next year will be a big let down, a big disappointment.

What can I do to make this coming year a success?" -Tom

5
12

19
26

4

11
18

25

3
10

17
24

31

2

9

16
23
30

Let's say the bold numbers are
what your friend chose.Then
your answer will be 198!

Hint: Simply multiply the num
ber in the center (that's the average
if the 9 numbers) by 9 to get the
correct answer! In this example,
they'll add up to 22 x 9= 198!

-Abhinav Penumudi, 11,
Indian American, NewJersey.

1

8
15
22
29

7
14
21
28

6

13
20

27

1 2 3 4 5

6 7 8 9 10 11 12

13 14 15 16 17 18 19

20 21 22 23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30 31

Q.: Why was the Math book so sad?

Answer: 'Cause ali chapters had many unsolved problems!

Q.: Which English verb is timely and timeless?

Answer: Put; it remains unchanged in all the tenses.

Ask a friend to draw a 3 x 3 box around any nine
numbers on the calendar.

Almost immediately you can say what the nine
numbers all add up to! See how long it takes your
friend to check the answer on a calculator. (Yawn ...
snore... zzzz)

Mental Math Magic:
The "9 Number" Trick

This trick makes you look like you've got the
most awesome mental power. All you need is a calen
dar which has the dates lined up under the days of the
week, so the numbers are arranged something like this:
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W e are all differel1t; some shy, some olltgoing. Some if liS are more jlldgemental. Some of liS tend to tease or
pick 0/1 others. Many have 110 idea how milch it hllrts inside when someone picks on or bllllies someone.

As we begin the l1ew school year, let liS do ollr best to see bl/llying el1d in ollr schools. Let's learn to respect each other.

Different
When you feel alone,

When you feel down;

When you don't fit in,

When you have a frown;

It doesn't matter where you come from,

Or where you are now;

You can always fit in,

Someway, somehow;

Just because you are a little different,
That doesn't mean you don't belong;

You fit in anywhere,

Just like a song;
When you feel like giving up,

And quitting on life;

When your heart hurts,

Like getting stabbed with a knife;

Don't give up on yourself,

Difference is a good thing.

-Emily Chance, grade 8, Pennsylvania.

Shy Guy
All alone with no one to hang out with,

Being made fun ofjust because you are shy.
Strong feelings of sadness rush through you,

Like a river flowing over a dam.
But at the same time you feel confident,

Like a bald eagle.
So you keep your head up high,
Like a lion that killed his prey.

Waiting for the day someone will come up to greet you,
Or ask you to join their lunch table.

Dreaming of the day that you'll have a group of friends,
So you can feel like part of the group,

And not a person that everyone makes fun of,
But a person they respect.

You hope that day comes soon.

-Chris Rutter, grade 8, Pennsylval1ia.

* Please Stop Laughing At Us: One Survivor's
Extraordinary Quest to PreVeHt School Bullying by Jodee
Blanco (Ben Bella Books) is a wonderful book for all
educators interested in addressing the problem of bul
lying in our schools. The activist author provides great
advice, answers and solutions. ISBN 1-933771-29-1.

Judging the Outside
Prejudice against one's physical appearance can be

very cruel throughout middle and high schools. I never
really thought much of it until I saw the effect it has on
people. It was even harder to see its effects on one of
my closest friends.

Middle school and high school are the years you
will be judged mostly by looks. It's sad to say, but for
some people that's all they care about. I knew a very
nice girl back in fourth grade. She was smart, funny,
and very pretty. She was from a different country and
had trouble fitting in with others, so I started talking
to her and we became close friends. One day when she
was reading a book in the school cafeteria, a girl came
up to her, took her book and threw it to the ground.
When my friend went to pick it up, the girl pushed her
face into the ground and started laughing. My friend
was so embarrassed that she started crying. I immedi
ately ran over to help her up. I tried to convince her to
tell a parent or teacher, but she refused.

The next day at lunch, the same girl came over and
started making fun of the country my friend was from.
As before, my friend didn't tell school teachers. When
I came home my friend called me on the phone cry
ing. She told me she was going to switch schools. I was
very upset, so I had my mom call the school to tell the
principal about what had happened to my friend.

The next day at school, the girl who had made fun
of my friend was called down to the office. During
lunch time, the girl came to the cafeteria looking upset
and walked up to my friend and me. She apologized
to my friend for all the pain she had put her through.
Shortly after that, they hecame the best of friends.
Today, they attend the same middle school and hang
out together. They rarely spend a day without talking
to each other.

Life is about having fun and meeting great people.
Everyone should have friends they can trust and tell
anything to. People shouldn't have friends just so they
can become popular. They should have friends who are
trustworthy, no matter what they look like on the out
side. Being beautiful on the inside is more important
than any other thing in the world. I hope that in the
future more people will realize that.

-Karissa Fehert, 14, Pennsylvania.
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A New World without Words
"They had
called it a

game, but it
was just an

excuse to push
me around. I

would not play
that again."

W hen I was eleven, my family immigrat
ed to the US. and I faced a whole new

world. Everything was different from China, espe
cially the language. No one spoke Chinese at my new
school. Although I had a translator who was Chinese,
we couldn't understand each other because he spoke
Cantonese and I spoke Mandarin, the official language
of China.

I had learned many formal English phrases in
China, but I quickly learned they were not useful in
the US. No one said, "How are you?" or "I am fine and
how are you?" or "I am fine. Thank you."When I met
my classmates, they didn't say, "How do you do?" so I
couldn't reply, "How do you do!" Instead, my classmates
said, "Hi" "Yo" and "What's up?"

My tongue was so tight that I couldn't say a word,
and I forgot all the sentences I had learned. I couldn't
understand a single word as my classmates welcomed
me. I tried to smile and show my friendliness, but the
smile froze on my face. I could hardly move my head,
and my feet stuck to the floor.

I couldn't even understand a single
sentence during my teacher's lesson,
even though I had listened to many
ESL tapes right after I came here to
the United States. I felt that I was both
deaf and mute. I didn't know how I
could begin to understand English.

For the rest of the class, I didn't
hear anything my teacher said. I could
only blindly answer "yes" or "no" to
each question from my classmates
during recess. Some of them laughed
so hard a~. my answers that they could
barely stand upright. I wished I had a magic transla
tor in my brain, and for a hole that I could hide in. I
was saved by the bell, but when back in the class, I just
stared at the board without seeing or hearing.

Then, I remembered what my dad had told me. He
used to call the 1 800 numbers to listen to the menus
again and again, to train his listening during his first
half-year in the US. So I tried to listen to the lesson ,
and copied as many words on the board as possible and
took the notes home to study.

I borrowed easy books and cassettes and short biog
raphies ofAmerican Presidents from libraries. With my

mom's help, I worked four hours
a day, and soon I could read a bit
by myself and could understand a
little of my teacher.

One day I understood a
complete sentence during recess:
"What's up?"That night, I told
my mom excitedly, but I was con
fused because nobody looked up.

Mom said, "Maybe it's like "watch out. JJ Maybe it's a
rhetoric which implies watch out."

The big day finally came. I suddenly understood
several students during recess saying, "We can play
pushing game again with Mr.Yes-or-No." The pushing
game was a trick they played on me. They had called it
a game, but it was just an excuse to push me around. I
would not play that again.

By the end of the school year, I could understand
and participate in class and I had made some friends.

Summer was coming fast and
I made a big decision to complete
summer readings. My first target was
Hatchet. I flipped open the book, and
I was stunned. Holding my breath, I
counted 50 vocabulary words in two
pages. Disappointed and frustrated, I
put down the book and turned on
the TV However, I couldn't watch the
TV I almost cried. Holding the tears
in my eyes, I told myself crying wasn't
an appropriate behavior.

I counted one, two, three, and
then I wrote a daily plan: make
vocabulary list, memorize 50 words,

read 2 pages. I started the vocabulary list, and I found
a big secret buried in the lines within several minutes.
I found that pilot repeated six times, headset repeated
four times, radio repeated three times, and... more.There
were only about 30 new words in the two pages! With
my mom's help, summer reading started.

I was so excited! I understood a sentence that
was seven lines long on the bottom of page two! I
couldn't wait for the second day to read mbre, so I read
four pages on the first day! We usually worked four
teen hours a day. For every sentence, we had to piece
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Contilll/ed fro III the last page...

Time To Talk
together each individual word. Sometimes the finished
puzzle didn't make sense because many words had multiple
meanings, and we lacked grammar skills.

Finally, after three weeks, we finished the first book. By
the end of the summer, I was so proud because I had fin
ished four summer reading books. The school only required
one, even for regular students.

When sixth grade started, I was still placed in ESL Level
1 because I had been in the U.S only half a year. However,
a week later, my schedule changed. I moved up to Level 2
ESL. After two weeks, my schedule changed again. I moved
up to regular science class. A third change came in a month
when I had my electives ofBand and French.

I was very proud 'of myself because I was taking a sec
ond foreign language. I was almost a regular student. By the
end of my sixth grade, I had successfully passed the ESL
exam and skipped the three remaining ESL levels. All of
my teachers congratulated me.

During that summer, before we moved to another
apartment, I found an old sheet hanging on the wall with
many different phrases, like "Where is the restroom?", ''I'd
like ... ", "Would you please tell me... " "May I beg your
pardon?" I remembered that I used to read them every.
morning before school. But now, I was a regular student.

In seventh grade, I took all the regular courses. At that
time, I set a goal for myself five years to reach English
Honors class. I have achieved that goal. I am currently tak
ing AP Literature, and I enjoy studying English very much.

No matter how difficult the situation is, a positive atti
tude will always help. Along with hard work, everything is

. possible.

-Biyu Li, as TOld to Xu Li, NewJersey.
Biyu is now studying engineering at a New York university.

W
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It is now time to talk

Of wars for no good reason

Oflegal crimes and just violence

Of loyal traitors and treason

Of toxic sharks' blackened teeth

Of frigid heat and slimy sleet
And the elderly youth

Of marching orders

On an endless mile
And holy priests who act vile

It is now time to talk
For I am now twelve

-Justin Shahzseb Khan, 13, D. C.Justin
published a picture book last year, and received an
awardfrom the Smithsonian Institute for his art.
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ByJulian Mullins,
grade 8, Oregon.

Japanese National Holidays . Can you find 8

Second Monday in January: Coming ofAge Day (rftAO) 13 Seijin no HI) or more words that

February 11: National Foundation Day (~~~c~O) 13 Kenkoku Kinen no HI) describe water sports
or summer fun? VVcJrds

May 3: Constitution Memorial Day (~¥t~c~ 13 Kenpo Kinenbl)
like swimming, rrifting,

May 5: Children's Day (:. ~" to) 13 Kodomo no HI) suifing, boating, snor-

Third Monday of September: Respecting the Elders Day C~.:?!:O) 13 KeiYO no HI) kling,fishing, canoeing

Second Monday of October: Health and Sports Day ({;$:~0) 13 Iaiiku no HI) & diving. Did you try

November 3: Culture Day (X1tO) 13 Bunka no HI) any of these to help

November 23: Labour Thanksgiving Day (i1J9J'~~to) 13 KinYO Kansha no HI) ) you cool off during the
_ _) hot summer months?
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*Japan's l\eGent History and Culture *aR iil*tUJT (Meij'i Restoration) is one of the most
YJ dramatic periods Japan has experienced.

During the Edo period (1603-1868 CE), foreign coun

tries were not allowed to trade with Japan because of

Japan's isolationist policy. But after 1868, Japan com
pletely changed. 1 wish to share some cultural history.

Japanese People Did Not Eat Meat

Japanese people did not eat meat before the Meij'i
period. The likely reason was that Buddhism prohibited
people from eating meat. The cultural evolution in the

Meiji period caused us to modernize the traditional
Japanese culture. We call this cultural enlightenment X
~ ~ft:: (Bunmei kaika). One of the symbolic changes
was that people began to eat meat. After the Meiji
period, eating meat was regarded as even trendy, and

Sukiyaki, a hot pot dish containing sliced beef, became
very popular. {&~ lEi ;@.X (Kanagaki Robun), a famous

playwright at that time, wrote: L:f-~it:b6tl.Ij:~ft::

/FJift;Z (You are behind the times, if you do not eat

SukiyakI) in his work called,~@~~ (Aguranabe).

Another interesting note about "sukiyaki" is that

while it has nothing to do with the Meij'i period, suki
yaki may remind some old Americans of a song. In
1963, a Japanese song called "Sukiyaki" topped the

billboard charts. Even today, it is the only Japanese
song that was No.1 in the US. The song had noth
ing to do with Sukiyaki, but simply because Sukiyaki
was a famous Japanese dish, and it was short and easy
to remember, the song was released with that title. The
original title of the song was 1:~ rPJ It \ -c ~.:. '5 (Ue
a Muite Arukou), meaning "I look up when 1 walk."

A French Man's Contribution to Manga

Is it a common image now that most Japanese
people are "wearing glasses and buck-toothed" in the
U S. and Europe? I hope not; but it was so in the Meij'i
period. A French man named Georges Ferdinand Bigot

was responsible for having made this stereotype. He
drew a number of cartoons which criticized the super
ficial modernization in Japan. However, he was inher
ently interested in Japanese art called" Ukiyo-e" and
studying Japanese traditional art was his initial purpose
in Japan. Bigot encountered Ukiyo-e at the third Paris
World's Fair in 1878 and went to Japan in 1882. While
he was teaching drawing at the Imperial Japanese Army

Academy, he started a magazine called" Tobar in 1887

for French people in Japan. The magazine mainly pub

lished his caricatures which featured Japanes~ politics.

Tobae was named after one of Japanese tradition

al drawing styles called ,~~~*~ (Toba-e) which was
popular in the Edo period (1603-1868). Toba-e and

Ukiyo-e, which Bigot admired, are regarded as the ori

gin of manga, a representative of contemporary Japanese
pop culture.

Bigot was not the only one who inspired by

Ukiyo-e. In fact, ukiyo-e had a big impact especially on
impressionists such as Monet and Gogh, and this boom
was called "Japonisme" in France at that time. It is
believed that they were strongly inspired by the works
of Hokusai Katsushika, the biggest Ukiyo-e painter in

the Edo period. The culture of manga was, surprisingly,
already popular over a century ago.

We can find Bigot's works in the Japanese history
text books nowadays. His view point was very unique,

and his caricatures described the affairs Japan faced in
the era not only humorously but also very accurately.
His works are considered as one of the important con

tributions to contemporary manga as well as Ukiyo-e
and Toba-e.

Haiku Poet Crazy About Baseball

I am pleased to see so much interest in haiku in
the US. So, I'd like to tell you about a great, but funny,
haiku writer. Shiki Masaoka, who built the basis of
modern haiku, wrote for a while using a pen name,

mHt. mfft (ya~kyu) is the Japanese word for base
ball. Baseball was introduced by an American profes
sor named Horace Wilson in 1871 and rapidly gained

popularity among Japanese people.

Why did Shiki call himself baseball? Actually, Shiki's
real name was "Noboru," and since "No" is another

way to read the character mf and the pronunciation of
"bom" sounded similar to "ball" which ft means, so he

called himself Noboru or No-Ball mHt. He was crazy
about baseball and translated many technical terms for

baseball into Japanese. He was inducted into Japanese
Baseball Hall of Fame in 2002 for his contribution.

-Ryuichi Kikkawa was an exchange student from Japan
and our student intern for Spring 2010 term
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Accent: A Salad Bowl of Many Cultures

Skipping Stones Sept. - Oct. 2010

"The Holocaust. Slavery.

Segregation. Every single

war that has ever been

fought. It all stemmed

from racism."

-Ximena Hasbach, 12,
Florida.

"Sure," said Danny. "We
can be on the same team."

"Do you want to play soccer with me? ," she asked.
"We still have about ten
minutes left of recess."

guage, because I don't plan on
working as a janitor that cleans
public bathrooms. English is all
that I need, because America is
where I'm always going to be."

"Don't you get it? Diversity
is what America is all about.
People come here from all over
the world to have something
better. They call it 'The Land of
Opportunity.' Everybody here
came from somewhere else. You
might have been born here.
Your parents might have been

born here. Even your grandparents might have been
born here. But somewhere along the line, one of your
ancestors had to set foot on American soil for the first
time. My family just came a little later." Danny seemed
to be unsure of what to say next. Azul was beginning to
convince him, but he did not want to give in.

"But this is what my dad always told me. He says
that white people are true Americans, and that immi
grants don't belong here. That you're stealing our jobs
and our resources and our country. I always believed
him," said Danny.

"Well, a lot of people think that. But they're wrong.
The Holocaust. Slavery. Segregation. Every single war
that has ever been fought. It all stemmed from racism."

"I guess you're right," Danny said. Azul smiled at
him.

stare was angry,
and Danny was a
bit taken aback,
but he regained his
composure.

"I don't need
to speak your lan-

"You talk weird," Azul
looked up, interrupted from her
fantasy. The bright April sun
in her face blocked her vision.
Once adjusted, her dark eyes
the color of coffee beans-met
Danny Hill's brilliant sapphire
ones. He stood frowning down at
her, his tone accusing.

"What?" she asked, brushing
her curls out of her face.

"I said you talk weird. You
have a stupid Spanish accent, just like maids and lawn
mowers. Just like a loser." Azul blushed.

"That isn't true. Having a Spanish accent doesn't
make you a loser. Having an American accent doesn't
make you a loser, either."

"What American accent? American people don't
have accents. We talk normally. We're from here,"
Danny said.

"There is no normal way to speak," said Azul.
"Everyone who's from a different place speaks in a dif
ferent way. For example, people from England, they talk
with a British accent. People from Australia talk with
an Australian accent," Azul said.

"Yeah. But you talk like a Mexican. People like
you don't belong here. People like you, short, with
unibrows and dumb mustaches. You're an alien." Azul
clenched her fists and stood up. She rose to her full
height, about an inch taller than Danny.

"That is a horrible thing to say! Besides, there's
a reason why I have an accent. It's because I speak
Spanish. Did you ever think about that? Can you speak
two languages? Have you lived in two different coun
tries? Have you been in two different cultures? You
don't know the things that I know, Danny." Now Azul's

, 'The ball is passed to the great Azul Martinez,
who dribbles it skillfully across the field. The

opposing team is making many attempts to catch up
to her, but they just aren't fast enough. Now she's get
ting ready to shoot. The goal keeper braces himself.
Ten seconds left in the game...Martinez kicks the ball...
and she scores! She has won her country their first ever
World Cup. The crowd is going wild. "Gooooaaaaaaal!
Goooooooooaaaaaaaal... ))
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Two Worlds: A Student from Ukraine Shares her Impressions of the us.

Skipping Stones

Excitement. Fear. Confusion. Denial. That is
exactly what I felt on my way to this new,

unknown life, on my way to the United States.

My first impression was amazement. After living
in an East European country for 15 years, the US.
appeared a completely different world to me. The first
month after my arrival, I could not stop wondering.
Everything seemed so perfect: clean neighborhoods,
cars, welcoming people, patriotism and huge stores
filled with items that I had no idea existed. There was
no corruption; everything had to be done legally. The
police didn't take bribes from speeders and grocery
stores didn't sell cigarettes and alcohol to people who
were underage. This country seemed so perfect and dif
ferent. For me, it still is.

When the school year started, again, I could not
stop being surprised. I was astonished by the technol
ogy in school, computers in every classroom, and the
variety of classes and activities. The only thing that I
didn't understand was how the students in my school
didn't seem to appreciate what they had. They com
plained about the computers with slow internet speed
and boring classes. Myoid classmates could only dream
about laptops or photography classes.

After a few months of exploring, I found the
American people to be very generous and caring. They
would participate in numerous charities, help develop
ing countries and be in disbelief about the conditions
under which some nations live. Yet they would come
home, turn on the air conditioning, go to enjoy Hawaii
and still complain. I couldn't help but ask myself: why
do we humans never seem to have enough; why can't
we stop our busy lives for a moment, look around and
simply enjoy what we have? We are so influenced by
our society and .its new inventions. It is ruining us.

In my homeland, Ukraine, people are still learn
ing how to live different and independent lives. They
may not have access to the newest technology yet,
but they value every little detail: traditions, education
and opportunities that the new democracy is starting
to offer. Ukrainians love to explore. It's amazing how
easily astonished they are. Even after living in the US.
for three years, I am still stunned when I see the emer
gency helicopter on the roof of the hospital or special
accommodations for the disabled in every store. People
from the Ukraine always look up to America and want
to make a difference just like the US. citizens did and
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continue on doing. But in order to maintain that suc
cess, Americans have to understand what a powerful
country they have built. They have to be proud of it! If
people don't stop to appreciate the quality of life and
the opportunities, there's a big chance oflosing it all.

I came here three years ago, at the age of 15, barely
knowing any English. I was scared, really scared, but I
believed in myself and I knew that in the US., I would
succeed. And I did, only because of challenging courses
that my high school offered and the teachers who
believed in me. I appreciated all the opportunities that
were not available in my country. I still do.

Eight months after my arrival, my English was
improving, I was making friends, singing in a choir
and learning piano, but I knew I was missing some
thing. I wanted a job, so I started looking for one. A
month later, I was working at the jewelry store and was
piercing ears. I loved it. I was making my own money,
conununicating with people and getting a taste of the
real American life. One day, I was talking to my mom,
who still lived in Ukraine, and we decided to compare
our salaries. Both of us weren't ready for the results. I
was a sophomore in high school, getting a minimum
wage and my mom was teaching at the state university
and had a Ph.D. in mathematical science. I was making
more money in two weeks than she did in one month!
I was working ten hours a week and she worked forty.

I was still processing my discovery and one day I
overheard my classmates talking about their part-time
jobs. They were complaining. The $8 an hour was not
enough, and sorting goods was a torture. The girls were
angry at how "used" they were. I didn't understand!

Don't get me wrong, I love the US.; it has given
me a lot. I'm inspired by its powerful people who
were able to create the strongest nation in the world.
During these years I was lucky to have many wonder
ful opportunities and choices, from challenging classes
to an engaging job. I used them all because I knew that
these chances are not offered every day. I learned how
to work hard, be independent and simply value what
I have. But still, even after all the success in America,
I don't let myself forget about tradi
tions, family values and humanity that
Ukraine has taught me. I'm glad that
I have had the opportunity to live in
two completely different worlds.

-Anya Savranskaya, 16, Iowa.
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Limits of aLife to Live

Are You Ready?

A single man sits
Content, enthralled in his own world

Imagination but a restriction
As it flourishes clear and vivid

From memory, its effortless
Memories, how they sputter
From a perpetual perspective

Not literal
Rather theoretical

The viewing point of a child
The expression of a wise man
He who sits at his throne

At ease as he's lived life
Each moment a burst

A life free from the fog
That is soon to blind the innocent

A trick he saw into
As well that which let· him by
Free to run along and chase

The horizon, the sky
A starting line

Rather than a limit.

-Maria Grosso, grade 7, Florida. Art: Paula Gregovich.

Are you ready for maturity?
Are you ready for responsibility?

Are you ready for stability?
It's time to prove your abilities!

High school's coming,
And college is almost here.
It's time to straighten up,

And get ourselves in gear.
Binders are doubling,

Classes become troubling.
When you walk through those doors, it's you and your peers.
All the groups you've had throughout elementary and middle

school all disappear.
So, are you ready?

To meet the requirements,
For your years to come,

Because right now,
If I were you,

I wouldn't think it was dumb.

-Maria Switalski, 14, Pennsylvania.

How to Live Alright

The water up above me
And the coral down 'below me

Helps me overlook
The sadness that I know

War and death may happen
We all know that it's true

But happiness and joy
Can find their way to you

With an open mind
And a need for delight
You 'lllive a great life

And turn out all right.

-Brie Campbell, 12, Oregon.

As I begin to feel the water's grace,
I wash up onto another element.

This is hard and reassuring,
I am no longer moving; instead I am still,

Just so still.

Journey of a Leaf
Gently I float along; adrift in an endless sky.

I feel the open expanse surround me.
I've lost the connection with my home;

My gentle creator,
Now I'm alone, with no power of will,

Just floating adrift.

Finally, I feel a gentle combining,
As ofa merging of elements.

Silky water on one side,
Earthy ground on the other,

And flowing air above.
Blissful peace envelops me,

And I sleep.

-:Julian Mullins,grade 8, Oregon, adds: "On my class
trip (alongside the San Juan River in Utah), I was inspired
to write this poem when I saw a lone leciffloating through
the air and thought 'What would it be like to be a leeif?"

As I feel the strength of the wind,
I emerge into another element.

This is soft and soothing, an embracing parent,
Carrying me slowly, along its watery flow,

Just floating softly.

Art: "Tate James, Ore.
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A Tribute to Nature

Seeking sun, seeking light,

It waits through the night,

Trapped in a mass of earth.

When the sun caresses it gently in the day,
With its kindness and warmth,

It seems to say Go on, Grow on!

Heeding the call,

The seed basks in the glow and goes on, grows on.

Twilight appears yet again,
And the chant still whispers in the seed,

Go on, Grow on!
With love rising to the top,

The leaves, the slender stem,
The bud,

They find a spot on the plant, which looks so happy,
so carefree.

When the sun returns, it opens up, blooms, bursting

color and triumph!
And the sun marvels

At the wonder it created.

-Adithi Iyey, Indian American, California. Art: Tate James.

Nature jC>{§)etry
Summer Storm

I watch clouds pass through the light blue sky,
As the wind carries them this way

They move in swiftly to cover the sun

As a thunderstorm moves in at mid-day.'

One crash, two crash, and a third once more,

As I listen to the thunder's distant roar.
The storm gets closer with each crash of thunder,

Should I stay outside or go inside ... I ponder.
Five more minutes I sit and wait,

For the storm that I so strongly anticipate

The sky grows darker and darker as the storm moves
closer in sight,

Rain falls while the flashes oflightning make the sky
bright.

The drizzle picks up and the rain begins to pour,
I get up and find shelter on my porch.

The awning clatters with every drop,
The sound is like a million horses sprinting with

their distinct clip-clop.

The Busy Bumblebee

Do you see what I see?

Over there, behind the tree.
Peaking out so I can look.

Boy, what it really looks like is a bee!
A small, little, busy, bumblebee.

Buzzing in my ear,
So I can hear.

Humming around the yard,

Really annoying to me!
But when I ask someone if they see, too,

They look at me and say,
"What has gotten into you?"

After all, the bumblebee was really small,
And I am really tall.

I can promise you I saw it;
I really can!

Please believe me next time, ma'am!

-Rachel Wallace, grade 7, Pennsylvania.

.' ,

After about an hour or so,

The clouds break and the storm begins to go.
I head back outside and hear birds chirping

and making their sound,
The summer storm has left its mark by soak

ing the trees and ground.

-James Fonzi,grade 8, Pennsylvania.

Ocean Waves
On the shore, the waves roll

With a great force
Towards my little feet

Across the warm sand, making it cold
Past where I stand, it still follows smoothly

Until it loses energy
After reaching a point in the sand

To the ocean, it returns
It waits and comes back in a new form.

-Kripa Venkatakrishnan, grade 7, Pennsylvania.
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The Planet Earth

I looked out the window and what did I see,

the blue sky, the green grass, flowers, and trees.

Houses in different colors and shapes, all set in the ground.

Roads all paved for cars to get around.

People all rushing here and there;

going places, I wonder where?

Looking up, they look so high.

Children running around playing, some animals trying to

find where they're staying.

Flowers that are in full bloom.

Soon the sun will be the moon, how strange it is at this

time when darkness steps in without a sign.

Then the stars will come out and shine so bright

to give the earth's darkness enough light.

Till the moon becomes the sun, once more the sky will be

blue again with the clouds so white and pure.

-Justin Lannon, 11, New York.

Where Are You Taking Me?
I asked the oceans' tides-Will you carry me?

I will carry you to shore.

I asked the clouds-Will you show me the way?

I will guide you home.

I asked the breeze- Mere are you taking me?

Where you need to be.

I asked the day-Mere am I supposed to go?

It replied-Somewhere to be free and loved.

-Ava Tagliciferro, grade 8, Pennsylvania.

Wind
The wind through willows is graceful and sweet

Wind blowing flowers fills the air with their fragrance

Wind under the wings of the heron makes him soar

Though the wind may be graceful and soft

It can turn harsh and violent

Tearing through the trees and flowers

Unraveling the rookeries of herons

Although the wind can be ruthlessly fierce
We must remember the gentle face of the wind

The face that dances through willows.

-Ava Cuppett, 11, Tennessee. Art:Jel1I1Y Bryant, 10, Oregon.

Hail\u rimes

Blue Whales

Gigantic blue whale

Gracefully swimming along

Giants of oceans

-Zoe Pringle, grade 4, Oregon..

Purple fills in the sky,

Its warm, gentle breeze soothes me,

the sand comforts me.

-AshleyYorges, 11, Oregon.

I sit at the shore
the sun peaks under the sea

like hide and go seek

-Alex Arscott, 10, Oregon.

Sunset

What is this feeling
watching the pretty sunset on the beach

it is so lovely

-Arielle Ward, grade 5, Oregon

Sakura

The cherry blossom
carried by the gentle wind

falls upon the ground

-Shelly Chow, 13, Pennsylvania.

Forest

I see mossy trees
and big furry bumblebees

swaying in the breeze

-.Alien Rayl,grade 3, Oregon.

Water falling down
dropping on the rocky ground

turning into mist

-Ben Elstone, 10, Oregon.

Sunflower

Vivid golden manes
Blow swiftly in the cool breeze

Shining in the light.

-Shelly Chow,grade 8, Pennsylvania.
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NO MOI\E TEAI\S: A Native Legend From Arizona

N o one stirs. It is pre-dawn and the only sound
comes from night creatures hoping to find

another morsel of food before they are caught by the
first rays of a new day. An owl is heard in the spooky
darkness, "hooting" its proclamation of capturing an
unsuspecting rodent. However, it is not just the night
creatures on the hunt.

An old Apache warrior suddenly snaps wide awake,
every sense on high alert. He listens, knowing that
something is terribly wrong. Instinctively, he reaches for
his arrows. Stealthily, he makes his way to the opening
of his tent, turns and takes one last look at his sleeping
wife. As dawn breaks, the crisp winter air is filled with
the sharp cracks of gunfire. The Apache camp is under
attack, with nowhere to run, nowhere to hide.

It was a long, long time ago, somewhere around the
year 1500. Native tribes occupied a great part of the
Southwestern United States. One of these tribes was
the renowned Apaches, meaning "fighting men." They
lived in areas of mountains, deserts and plains-land
that hardened them into fierce warriors when defend
ing their people. By 1600, they reached the state of
Arizona. They fought many wars among other tribes
and they became well known for their great skill in
warfare and their extraordinary endurance.

When not at war, they were the exact opposite of
"fierce." They were gentle people, fair to others, and
extremely faithful to their friends.

As soon as an Apache boy could walk, training
began to make him a warrior. If he got in trouble for
doing something wrong, the punishment would be
to run up a mountain trail without stopping to catch
his breath. Other times, he would be sent to run after
white-tailed deer or antelope and told to catch them.
Many times the boys would be forced to go without
food or sleep for days at a time and they could only
bathe in the frigid mountain streams. Everything they
did was to train their minds and bodies for war!

By the 1800s, the Apaches had formed three tribes
near Arizona's Pinal Mountains: the Coyotes, the Tontos
and the Pinals. In the 1870s, white men began to edge
out and attack the Apaches, taking over their lands and
camps. The Apache tribes were forced into setting up
strongholds (places of security) in the mountains to
the north and to the east. The Pinal Apaches developed
their stronghold at the top of"Big Picacho," a treacher
ous face of the Pinal Mountains on its western edge.

Because of this location, the Apaches were confident
and felt safe from attack from the U.S. Cavalry.

In the fall of 1870, the Apaches carried out exten
sive raids to take the white men's cattle and horses.
Because of this, General George Stoneman built an
outpost, a settlement of troops that would protect them
from the Apaches. This Cavalry settlement became
known as "Picket Post," located at the foot of the Pinal
Mountains. The troops at this outpost were well aware
that a tribe ofApaches lived on the top of Big Picacho,
but they had never been able to find the trail to the top.

In late 1870, the Apaches made another significant
raid on the white settlers in the area. The Cavalry, along
with some volunteers, went after them, searching for
the secret trail that would lead them to the top of the
towering cliffs and to the Apache camp.

No official record exists of the Cavalry's raid on the
sleeping Apaches, but it is believed that after the military
discovered the Apache's trail to their camp, they hid,
waiting for dawn to make their attack. As dawn broke,
they took the Apaches by surprise, killing 50. The rest
of the tribe retreated to the edge of the cliff with no
weapons and no chance of escape. The 25 remaining
warriors chose to die by leaping over the cliff's edge.
Thereafter, the cliffbecame known as the Apache Leap.

Legend says that the Apache women gathered at the
base of the cliff for a whole moon (27.3 days) to mourn
their brave warriors and their renowned fighting spirit.
Their tears were filled with immense grief. The Apache
gods felt the sincerity of their sorrow and a strange
phenomenon began to occur. As their tears fell, they
became imbedded into the dark, black obsidian stones
that covered the ground beneath the cliff.

These mysterious stones later became known as
"Apache Tears." When held ·to the light the stones
become translucent, allowing the light to shine through,
showing the shape of a tear drop. It is believed that
each of these stones carries a tear of an Apache widow
whose warrior husband had died, along with tears that
were shed for the land that they lost to the white men.

For those who possess one of these unique stones,
it is claimed that the Apache Tear will protect them
from being taken advantage of and will also bring them
good luck. But most importantly, whoever owns one
will never have to cry again-the Apache women have
already shed their tears for them.

-Keri Lifave, retired police c1ficer, Ontario, Canada.
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tI The House ofWomen 0

I t was a house of women, her brothers complained.
Shaheen and Amin had begged to go to Amenca

with their father when he left Lebanon to work in America
to earn enough money to have the family join him later. But
the boys had to stay to help their mother and two grand
mothers care for the family's few sheep and chickens and
their little sister Najla.

Najla loved her big brothers. They were only thirteen
and fourteen years old, but they seemed so grown-up and
clever to her. They always treated her kindly.

Her brothers loved to eat, but these were troubled times.
They were often hungry, even right after eating the scanty
meals their mother cooked over the fireplace in the yard by
the old, dry well. But hungry as they might be, they always
broke pieces of the fadayah their mother packed for their
lunch and offered them to Najla, who was usually given just
some pita bread and feta cheese.

Mother said, "Little girl, little appetite. Big boys, big
appetites."

But Najla knew the real reason for her small packet of
food was not her size. It was the size of the family income.
Since their father left for America, both food and money
were precious and scarce.

No one thought that Grandmother Sittee noticed this.
Sittee usually sat dozing by the old dry well. But every now
and then, she called Najla to her side. Sittee would lift the
hems of the seven long, black skirts that she always wore,
until she came to the special one. It was the one with the
little silk purse pinned to it. Sittee's tiny, wrinkled hands
looked like bird claws to Najla as Sittee opened her purse
and took out a few coins.

"Give these to your mother," she would say, drifting off
to sleep again by the old, dry well.

Najla's other grandmother, Afifi, was not a dozer. In fact,
Najla wondered if she ever slept: Grandmother Afifi would
be working busily when Najla woke up each morning. She
would still be bustling around at Najla's bedtime.

Grandmother Afifi ground fresh coffee each day, and
once a week, she ground the corn she had dried. Mother
used the ground corn in many of the meals she prepared.
One day, Najla was so hungry that she ate a handful of the
ground corn.

Suddenly Grandmother Afifi appeared. She shouted at
Najla that she was a thoughtless and greedy child to take
food from her family during such hard times. She said that
if they all starved, it would be Najla's fault. Then she rushed
toward Najla, who was afraid that her grandmother might
grab her and shake her. Najla began to cry and run across
the yard. Grandmother Afifi chased her as she ran around

the dry well. She would surely have caught her, but a strange

thing happened.

Awakened by all the commotion, Grandmother Sittee
moved more quickly than Najla ever imagined she could.
She grabbed the little girl and held her close. She never
spoke a word. She just glared fiercely at Grandmother Afife,
who sputtered a little more about everyone starving because
of Najla's greediness. Then she stalked off, so angry that she
didn't eat lunch with the family. She said she had to go to

the village on an errand instead.

It was later that same terrible day when Mother called
Najla into the house. Both of her grandmothers and her
brothers were there. Everyone looked serious and worried.
Najla was sure she would be scolded for eating the corn.
What her mother said was far, far worse.

The Turks were approaching their village, taking all the
men and boys they could find to be in their army. Shaheen
and Amin were in great danger of being taken with them.
Grandmother Afifi had heard this in the village that after
noon and ran all the way home to warn them.

There was no time to escape, but Mother had a plan.
She would hide Shaheen and Amin in the old, dry well. She
would tell the Turks that her sons had gone to America with
their father.

When the Turks stormed through the village looking
for men and boys, they found only women in Najla's house.
Grandmother Afifi was in bed refusing to speak to anyone.
Grandmother Sittee still sat and dozed in her usual place by
the old, dry well that held her family's secret.

When the Turks questioned her mother, Najla remem
bered the warning. She didn't look at all surprised when her
mother told the soldiers that her sons were in America with
their father. She never mentioned that the boys were hiding.

But the soldiers were suspicious, and suddenly turned to
Najla and asked her directly where her brothers were. Najla
was frightened by the fierce men, but she had an idea. She
began to cry and wail.

"I miss my brothers! I want my brothers!"

Although the soldiers thought it strange that only
women lived in the house, Najla's crying convinced them.
They believed the story and went away. Najla's brothers
were spared.

When at last the cruel times ended, the family came
together in America. Shaheen and Amin became Charles
and Emil. Najla was called Nellie, a bright and pretty girl
who often asked her brothers to tell her again about the
time when they all lived in the house of women.

-Dorothy Stanaitis, author, NewJersey.
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ASuccessful Modern ~ibbutl Pioneer: Alon Burnstein

I n Israel, it used to be common for people to live
communally. A kibbutz is a place where people

live like one big family. Some people cook for every
one. A few milk the cows. Some pick the fruit. Imagine
sharing everything you have with so many people!

Now there are just a few communal kibbutzim (plu
ral for kibbutz) left in Israel. In these kibbutzim, mem
bers eat their meals without paying for them. Children
do not sleep with their parents. Instead, they sleep at
children's houses.

But in Alon's "privatized" kibbutz, members earn a
salary based on their skills and qualifications. In the old
days, the kibbutz paid for the needs of every member.
But in this kibbutz, members pay for everything, includ
ing food, housing and education for their children.

Creating Community

Alon Burnstein hoped to create a community that
would attract young people to stay on a kibbutz. Alon
is a 21-year-old who believe the future of the kibbutz
movement lies in the power of young people. "After
finishing high school and the Israeli army, I found that
nobody from my graduating class wanted to return
to kibbutz. There was no community or work to draw
young people," he says,"so that was my call to stay."

While working in the apple orchards with his
friends harvesting apples, Alon remembers how it felt
to be part of an old kibbutz. He misses it very much.

In that classical model of kibbutz,
Alon ate in the dining room with his
friends and family. "Since everyone was
part of a community, we all shared the
cooking and cleaning, and we didn't have
to pay for food. I want to bring back the
traditions of the old community to life.':.

Organizing Special Musical Events

Today, Alon uses the dining room to
organize community events and special occasions. On
the National Remembrance Day of the Fallen Soldiers,
he designs a special musical program to commemo
rate the memories of those kibbutz soldiers who died
in Israel's wars. Playing a sad melody on his guitar, he
walks up to the podium and gathers the other twelve
members of his class who slowly follow him up the
steps. For the next ten minutes, each one will open the
ceremony by reciting a short poem and then Alon will
lead everyone in singing the Israeli national anthem.

Youth Action Committee

Alon invites friends and some long-time kibbutz
members to an old abandoned children's house where
members used to care for young kids while their par
ents worked. Kibbutz members agreed to still pay to
maintain it so Alon has a formal place to plan events
with his youth action committee. All throughout the
year, Alon and his friends plan special ongoing events.
"Planning events is everything to keep a kibbutz alive. It
was the way the kibbutz was run in the old days. Young
people just want to experience those old times again.
This feeling of biyahad or togetherness, is missing from
our community," Alon says.

"We need activities for young people just like we
had up until just a few years ago. But there just isn't
enough money for that," Alon adds. The adult members
of the kibbutz suggested that Alon should find a way to
fund special holiday activities for young people. Alon
says, "I encouraged young people to look for small jobs
they could do to help pay for our expenses."

Alon fixes bikes at a nearby kibbutz where he
earns eight shekels (equivalent of two dollars) an hour.
"Everybody should do what they're good at," he says,
"that's the founding concept of kibbutz, anyway."

On holidays like Passover and Rosh Hashanah,
Alon and friends set up an arts camp for youth with
special needs. One founding member of the commu

nity says, "We need our young pioneers
like Alon to keep our kibbutz going." She
pats Alon on the shoulders. "Young people
are our future."

Looking at the Future

"My friends think I'm crazy for want
ing to stay on a kibbutz that to them,
doesn't seem a kibbutz anYI;:lOre," says Alon.

But Alon loves his new kibbutz which
he knows he won't ever find in a big city. Surrounded
by apple, kiwi and mandarin orchards, Alon's kibbutz is
located in a huge valley. He bikes on a trail all along the
Jordan River past his old high school. All year round,
he and his friends swim in the river and eat ripe apples.

Alon's friend says, "We're all here together. We're
.the next generation and we'll stay here for sure. That
way, the kibbutz won't die out. The kibbutz needs us."

-Dorit Sasson lived on a kibbutz for 18 years. She now
teaches English as a Second Language in Pennsylvania.
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r-teiser, 9,
New York.

A nger was rising inside of me as I looked

around the dark basement. I lifted my hand off

of the wall. "This is it!" I told myself, ''I'm ready."Then

BOOM! I fell to the floor. It was my fifth time trying

to ride from the wall. I could feel my insides burn

ing in frustration, thinking about how my sisters Kate

and CWoe could ride a unicycle, but I couldn't. I was

determined to catch up. Bruised and scratched, I got
back onto the hard seat. The friendly unicycle seemed
very cruel. "Let's try once more," my twin sister and

coach, Chloe, says through my silence.

Boom! The unicycle topples over. I look at myself.

My knee burst with pain but I manage to climb back
on. I try with CWoe's hand and then again by myself.
"Once more," says CWoe helping me up. I get back on
and let go of the wall. I'm peddling. I've made it! The

angry cloud overhead moves in return with a sunny
one as happiness blossoms into me! "Let's do that again.
And by the way, great job!," says Chloe smiling. I do it

again and again and fall along the way. "Can we move

to a bigger wall?" I ask in an excited but scared voice.

There's no stopping me now. I start to pedal as I

let go of the wall and sway dangerously from side to
side. I'm almost there. I reach out to touch the pole.

SLAM! I fall to the floor. It feels as if I've done an
extremely hard belly flop. I sit up. My stomach's churn
ing unpleasantly. ''I'll try one more time," I tell myself.

"Are you okay?" Chloe asks me. ''I'm fine," I say,
getting back onto the unicycle. I stand up and try again

to reach the wall. I pedal straight for the wall and grab
onto the seat. I explode with happiness and joy as I do
it again. "Now we're going to ride down the center of
the room, the hardest, most

difficult way!," says CWoe. She
shows me first on the unicycle 11

and holds
my hand
the next
few times.

I'm ready. •
I let go. •

-Phoebe

-Chloe r-teiser (below), 9, New York.

Art by Paula

Gregovich,
Oregon.

0> Skippin~ Stones SUN <0
G-raham Crackers And Marshmallows G-etting Back On

! walked into camp with my twin sister Phoebe

right behind me. Phoebe ran to the playground.

watched her playing and having a good time. Little
tears dripped down my cheek. I could hear the soft

summertime breeze pushing against the tree branches

and the swing squeaking. I sat in the sandbox, under

a tree, gazing up at the sky. I felt like my insides were
curling, then I saw her.

''I'm brave," I told myself as I wiped away the tears.

I looked back at the little girl swinging on the swing
set. I tried and tried to make myself play with her, but
I just couldn't do it. I wish I had friends like Phoebe, I

said to myself. Instead I felt like a fearful little girl.

Finally, I had the courage to walk towards the swing .
and asked to play with her. It didn't take long before
we became quite good friends. The names Chloe and
Lily went together like marshmallows and graham
crackers. Lily and I did a lot of fun activities like swim

ming, art and tennis together. Camp soon came to
an end. We were all sad to say goodbye. I learned that

sometimes you have to walk up to a friend. They're not
always going to come up to you.

In September, I walked into the classroom holding
on to my dad's hand tightly. ''I'm nervous," I whispered
to my dad. Just at that very moment I looked back at
the door and in walked a little girl with brown hair and
freckles. "Look, Daddy," I said, "it's Lily!" I ran up to her
and said, "Hi." She recognized me. Together, we ran out

the back door and onto the playground. I was so proud
because I had made a friend and I had learned how to
stand up for myself.
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Food from Taiwan, an Island Shaped like a Sweet Potato

"Nothing beats food that is

a mixture of the cold and the

hot, the sweet and the bitter,

the yin and the yang. "

~1~1!fINES .

t~\NI\

"I am a student at an international school in Iaiwan. As

my surname may imply, I am Chinese, and a few Chinese

language dialects are spoken in my household. I am fluent in

English and Mandarin, though the former is stronger than the

latter. Unfortunately, I can only understand the other dialects

-Iaiwanese and Cantonese. Before residing in Iaiwan, I

have lived in the United States and Hong Kong.

One if my passions includes exploring different cultures,

whether through visiting museums, interacting with people if
a myriad of cultural and social backgrounds or traveling. In

my 17 years if existence, I haven't fulfilled this passion as
much as I would have liked, but I'm confident that with time

and opportunities, I will be a step closer to my goals. I suppose
that many if the world's problems today stem from misunder

standings and miscommunication between cultures. ret, I find

human beings to be fascinating creatures.

I have observed and come to the

conclusion that food plays a big role in

Iaiwanese culture. A huge importance.

And cifter being introduced to one if the

prompts from the Skipping Stones web

site regarding my favorite ethnic foods

and recipes, I wrote, realizing that there

were too many favorites to be shared as

recipes (perhaps, someday I may send a

few). Instead, I wrote about highlights if
Iaiwanese food, which I believe would
give a more holistic outlook on Iaiwanese

culture." Map by Paula Gregovich.

Of course, like life, there are exceptions, and that's
when the year round stars come in. Beef noodles (4=
~fm) that offer a concentrated shot of ginger, vinegar,

soy sauce and beef juice quench the plea for satisfac

tion; little meat buns (/J'Iii§) with

silent puffs, and even stinky tofu (~

51.ffJX, the name says it all!), whose bit
tersweet aroma drifts through every

single stitch of the clothes of passersby.

What's good always has a price,
some people say, but this price is worth it. Nothing
beats food that is a mixture of the cold and the hot, the
sweet and the bitter, the yin and the yang. Food from
an island shaped like a sweet potato.

- Vivian Li, 17, Iaiwan.

Wintertime, on the other hand, is oddly pleasant.
Although there are no snowflakes that drift or icicles
that hang, a crisp breath of air occasionally rushes into
your mouth, robbing the warmth that has been stealth
ily kept. That's when the celebrated winter specialty in
Taiwan, Chinese fondue, or

more commonly known as
hot pots (:k.if9J), comes in.All

it takes is a simmering pot of
soup with literally anything,
from sliced meat to seafood;
quite a simple yet satisfying
dish. What more could be
better than the variety of fla

vors escaping from the pots,
carried by the bitter winter
breeze through roads, lanes
and alleys.

O n the East side of Asia, just several miles off

the Southeastern coast of China, across the
Taiwan Strait, lies an island shaped like a sweet pota

to. That's right, a sweet potato! Certainly, an island that

is shaped like food does tell you some

thing about its specialty.

Like the French, Italian and Japanese

who are world renowned for their cui
sines, so are the Taiwanese. Except, the

cuisine mentioned here does not feature

the extravagant ambience or the fancy "names that just

make your heart twirl through showers of confetti and
your tongue swirl through the bouncy sounds.

Ambiente. Bucca di Beppo. Kabuki.

But here's what is special and understated about
Taiwanese food: food here is like the two extreme sea

sons of the year. The nuance is subtle and can slip by
unnoticed or it can be pronounced.

Summertime in Taiwan is sweltering hot and you
just can't help but notice sweat trickling down people's

faces. So, it comes as no surprise that the star of the

summer is shaved ice (,§IJi*), ice cubes mashed into
tiny, chewable pieces, flavored with a myriad of top
pings that are meant to quench the simmering thirst.

Delicate peaches and red beans that give a pastel feeling
are among the many favorite flavors.
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Yasmin's Hammer by Ann Malaspina, illustr. Doub
Ghayka (Lee & Low). This is an inspirational story of
a young girl who is determined to go to school and
learn to read. Although her family needs the earn
ings that she and her sister bring home as child brick
breakers, Yasmin hopes they will soon be able to earn
an education rather than a few extra coins. The book
offers vocabulary words in BangIa, as well as a culturally
diverse theme. Colorful illustrations and rich descrip
tions bring Dhaka, the Bangladeshi capital, and the sis
ters' story to life. Ages 6-9. ISBN 978-1-60060-359-4.

Mahtab's Story by Libby Gleeson (Allen & Unwin),
Living under the increased threat of the Taliban.
Mahtab's family leaves their home in Herat to immi
grate to Australia. We follow their journey, via Pakistan,
to Australia. The book was inspired by a true story. As
we read it, we feel her fears and dream her dreams. She
is just like any other little girl, but her story is very dif
ferent. The book gives us a sense of how many young
children in war-torn countries must deal with difficult
situations. Ages 10-15. ISBN: 978-1-741-75334-9.

Peaceful Heroes by Jonah Winter, illustr. Sean Addy
(Arthur Levine/Scholastic). We all long for peace and for
heroes. This outstanding picture book offers 14 tributes
to great role models, who taught us with their own
lifework that peace is the way. These wonderful heroes
from many lands used their time on the planet to help
others and to make the world a better place for all. For
elementary grades. ISBN: 978-0-439-62307-0.

Flores Family Cafe by Ann Stalcup, illustr. David
Arroyo (Lectura Books). This bilingual Spanish-English
book tells the story of a brave, entrepreneurial fam
ily. Five girls can't hdp their father work the land, but
when an opportunity comes to move and try some
thing new they come up with the idea of starting a
Cafe (Loncherfa) where they all can help. Starfng a busi
ness is not easy, and they will need to work hard and
be patient. The story is set in Baja California, Mexico,
and so it also gives a flavor of the land and culture. Ages
6-10. ISBN 978-1-60448-005-4.

Immigration: Rich Diversity or Social Burden? by
Robert Morrow (Lerner). This book introduces readers
to the many points of this debate: beginnings, waves of
immigrants, their contributions, illegal immigrants and
other issues. Grades 7-12. ISBN 978-0-7613-4080-5.

Seeds of Change by Jen Johnson, illustr. Sonia Sadler
(Lee & Low). This picture book introduces Wangari
Maathai, the first African woman to receive a Nobel
Peace Prize. Ages 6-9. ISBN 978-1-60060-367-9.

Mindful Movements: 'fen Exercises for Well-Being by
Thich Nhat Hanh, illustr. Wietske Vriezen (Parallax).
These exercises can help us stay healthy and peaceful in
any situation. Filled with vibrant illistrations, the book
shares simple and practical ideas of a great Buddhist
teacher. For all ages. ISBN: 978-1-:888375-79-4.

America's Forests: Guide to Plants and Animals by
Marianne D. Wallace (Fulcrum). This illustrated guide to
the North American forest habitats is both educational
and fascinating. Ages 9-13. ISBN:978-1-55591-595-7.

Big Book ofWhy: 1,001 Facts Kids Want to Know by
John Perritano (Time for Kids). Kids are naturally curi
ous, and here is a book that almost all kids will enjoy!
This is a well-illustrated work with diagrams, maps and
photos to keep yourself informed and entertained for a
long time. All ages. ISBN 978-1-60320-842-0.

Sila's Revenge by Jamie Bastedo. (Reddeerpress.com).
Eighteen-year-old AsWey is an eco-warrior who wish
es to draw attention to the biggest crisis facing people
and the planet. Her global adevnture takes us from
the Arctic to Australia via New York. For high school
grades and up. ISBN 978-0-88995-422-9.

Por eso hay tanto silencio by Alicia A. Robinson
(nrobins02002@yahoo.com). Alicia, age 19, a winner
of the 2008 Youth Honor Awards, shares 33 stories and
writings in this short and sweet Spanish book, published
in Guatemala.Ages 11-17. ISBN 978-99939-976-0-3.

Finding Farley, a travel documentary, 63 mins.
(National Film Board of Canada). A family of three
embarks on a wilderness journey from their Alberta
home to the Nova Scotia home of the famous nature
author, Farley Mowat. As they canoe, hike and sail, we
see glorious images of Canadian landscapes. An adven
ture that winds through the heart of Canada. All ages.

http://waterlife.nfb.ca/.aninteractive website by
the National Film Board of Cananda, offers a gold
mine of information and a creative photo galore on
the theme of water. While it features the Great Lakes
Region of N. America, it also includes many general
facts about water that would interest young learners
from fishing and sources of water pollution to shipping.
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Noteworthy North.East.West.South.

Climate Change: A new study, Indigenous Latlds,
Protected Areas, and Slowing Climate Change, con

cluded that forest protection offers one of the most
effective and immediate ways to reduce climate change.
The study, conducted by scientists from 13 research
institutions, made recommendations for strategies to
reduce emissions of greenhouse gasses. "Deforestation
leads to about 15% of the world's greenhouse gas emis
sions Garger than the transportation sector). If we fail
to reduce deforestation, we'll fail to stabilize our cli
mate," said Taylor Ricketts, science director at WWF..
Creating and strengthening indigenous lands and other
protected areas can offer a way to cut emissions while
benefiting local people and wildlife." Since 2002, defor
estation in the Brazilian Amazon has been 7 to 11 times
lower inside of indigenous lands and other protected
areas than elsewhere. (Source: PRWEB).

n esearchers at Dalhousie University in Canada
~ave discovered a 40% drop in phytoplankton
since 1950. This microscopic marine algae form the
basis of the ocean food chain on which marine eco
systems run. The scientists estimated they are dying at a
terrifYing rate. This could disrupt the global ocean food
chain, including the human consumption of fish.

Elinor Ostrom was an unusual choice for the 2009
Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences. She is the

first woman to receive the prize. Her work is about
cooperation, but the focus of main-stream economics
is on competition. (Source: YES Magazine Newsletter).

N ew Moore, the 81 square mile island in the Bay
of Bengal, has succumbed to rising ocean waters

and is now classified as a submerged landmass. This
island was about 2 meters above sea level in the 1980s.
U.N. predicts that low~lying country of Bangladesh
could lose up to 20% of its land and see 20 million
citizens displaced by 2050 if, as expected, sea levels rise
by one meter (3.3 feet). Five inhabited islands in the
Sundarbans Delta, where New Moore was, could also
disappear in the next decade. (Hindl/ Press International).

Plastic Bag Ban. Rajasthan, India's largest state,
has announced a complete state-wide ban on the

use of plastic bags. The manufacture, storage, import,
sale and transport of plastic carry-bags is now illegal
in Rajasthan. Bangladesh banned use of plastic bags in
2002. Find out why plastic bags are bad for the planet.

(Sol/ree: Hindl/ Press International).

Computers and internet access don't increase
. literacy or math understanding. The digital

divide bridging efforts are counter-productive, even if
well intentioned, according to Professors Vigdor and
Ladd, of Duke University. They say their research sug
gests that providing universal access to home computers
and high-speed internet access would increase, rather
than narrow, math and reading achievement gaps.

This is so perhaps because in a disadvantaged home,
computer and internet access will tend to be poorly
supervised and kids might use it mainly for games,
social networking or other time wasting online/com
puter activities rather than doing homework or serious
research. This is much less visible in households where
kids are more closely supervised. (The Register, u.K.)

B ooks are better than the Internet to culti
vate literacy and develop our mind, writes

David Brooks of New York Times in an Opinion piece.
We must also take time to immerse ourselves in great
literary works. For a three-year study, researchers at the
University of Tennessee gave 850 disadvantaged stu
dents 12 books to take home for the summer months.
These kids did significantly better than other students
in reading assessment tests. Having the books at home
seemed to be as good as attending a summer school!

T he You Docs, in a recent column, suggest we cut
our consumption of diet sodas (which do not

help us lose weight yet seem to increase the risks of
diabetes and heart disease). Artificial sweeteners in them
are more apt to encourage weight gain, perhaps by
increasing cravings for sweet foods. Diet or not, caffein
ated sodas should be avoided as they may lead to calci
um loss from our bones. The You Docs recommend lots
of fresh fruit and veggie~; 100% whole grains instead of
the processed white stuff; fish, nuts and olive or canola
oils; low or no-fat dairy; and skinless white meat (with
a minimum amount of red meat, saturated fats and
refined sugar).The best drink is still pure, fresh water!

H aving received a Dutch court's permission, Laura
Dekker, 14, of the Netherlands, will take off in

August on a solo sailing expedition around the
world. The judges evaluated her psychological health
and social development concerns while she spends two
years sailing, away from friends and school. (Source: A. P)

Poverty rose in the u.S. The 2010 Census data
shows increased food stamp use and homelessness!
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DAUGHTERS OF EARTH Ten Ways to Work for Peace and Justice

• Acknowledge the Sacredness of Life: Tsering Dolma
Gyaltong, a Tibetan in Exile, is a member of the Council of
Indigenous Grandmothers. For Gyaltong the dumping of
uranium wastes in Tibet's sacred lakes epitomizes the greed
and insanity of the Industrial Empire. Polluting drinking
water for the sake of profit threatens life, as does destruc
tion of rain forests, prairies, tundra, deserts and the salmon
runs. Indigenous traditions call us back to the knowledge of
our essential self interest in maintaining healthy ecosystems.
(www.grandmotherscouncil.com).

• Ask Questions: "Why," asks Christina Ora, "must Pacific
Islanders be sacrificed to the industrial economies that
demand the use of fossil fuels?" The elders watch the islands
slip below the ocean, watch their gardens and orchards
flooded with salt water. In the negotiations for moving vil
lages to what space is left, they plead only to save the young
people--as if they, the elders, have already ceased to exist.
Why do the people of St. Louis, Stockholm or Shanghai
have more value than the people of the Solomon Islands?
Christina Ora courageously asked her questions at the
Copenhagen Summit last year. "Why must it be this way?
The single paradigm of corporate-controlled non-stop
development is not the only solution imaginable. Global
climate change is not only an investment opportunity in the
Carbon Offsets Market. It's a grave threat to people all over.

• Demand Justice: Corporations know no shame. They
can blow the top off a mountain, turning rivers and wells
into a slushy confetti of toxic metals, but they will not
acknowledge fault or share in the cost of reconstructing that
which they have destroyed. It seems a simple request, here
in West Virginia or in the mountains of China, such as par
ents wanting safe water for their children would be granted.
For the big corporations none of our children measure into
the 'cost of doing business,' says Jennifer Hall Massy. Massy
and her neighbors sued companies practicing mountaintop
removal mining. Public pressure forced local governments to
provide piped water to replace unusable water wells.

• Nourish Resistance: In the Andes, the descendents
of those who invented agriculture now subsist on rations
of food imported from the industrialized North. Driven
off terraces farmed by hand into urban slums, many poor
women band together to feed their families through com
munity kitchens. They share ration cards so. as to purchase
more of the basics. They nurture their strengths so they can
go into the streets to demand the right for housing and
education. Maria Haunanay heads a community kitchen in
Lima, Peru. For her, all of us matter and have a right to food.
We all must be counted and remembered. (www.bcics.org)

• Organize from the Ground Up: When automobile
plant jobs dry up, when labor unions fail, those who used to
have jobs can still join the Union-of the Poor. When a city

shuts off its water, a single mom is afraid to complain. Her
children may be taken away because her waterless home is a
health risk. The city that can't find ways to help low income
residents manage water bills can envision selling its water to
private interests to sell for a profit. Marion Kramer organized
the water-denied residents (with lost jobs) in Detroit and their
compassionate neighbors to demand access to water.

In the city, some know nature only as the murmuring creek
that comes from the garden hose, or the fountain in front of
government buildings. When water becomes a public health
issue, the health of the entire watershed becomes appar
ent. The health of all earth's water is at risk. The corporate
solution is privatizing water to sell for a profit, with concur
rent investment in police and military security to protect
the corporation's "property right" to water. When we, the
people, come together our strength is multiplied. (mwro.org)

• Walk the Talk: Four hands and one ax can block a road,
can stop log trucks without ever touching them. In that
silence when machines pause, one can listen to trees. They
are not mere sky walkers, but they are soil holders, water
savers, protectors of animals-one form of which is human.
Natives, First Nations, Indigenous Peoples, human land are
all the same in the eyes of corporations, and their resources
are easy picking, if no one is listening, watching, or willing
to block the road. Chrissy Swain and her sister began effec
tive protest against illegal deforestation of Grassy Narrows
Land by blocking the access road. She has become a speaker
for the rights of her people and their land in Ontario,
Canada. (www.grassynarrowsfirstnation.myknet.org/)

• Practice Democracy: Centolia Maldonado Jilsquez and
the indigenous communities of Oaxaca, Mexico, struggle to
maintain traditional agricultural practices, crafts, knowledge,
social structures and languages. Through the Binational Front
of Indigenous Organizations, they are preserving their culture,
rights and responsibilities, from Oaxaca to Washington.

Weaving hats and bags of palm fibers and clothing of cot
ton and wool uses traditional knowledge and sustainable
practices for maintaining life. pj.lm fibers wear out, becom
ing compost. Replacing hats for sun protection and bags
for storing and moving goods is a small scale livelihood for
community members. The consumptive culture of the global
economy dumps plastic bags and secondhand clothing from
wealthy nations into peasant communities. Minerals and for
est products, tourism and military find ways to grab conm1U
nal land once used for food. As people are forced into towns
and cities, they are forced to adopt dominant cultures-trad
ing palm bags for plastic and the weaving of clothes for jobs
in sweatshops. The U. S. military has recently partnered with
U.S. and Mexican universities to map the mountainous area.
(Perhaps, to create a data base for mining industries or mili-
tary surveillance.) (www.fiob.org)
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• Remember: Remember, or relearn, the practice of food
production-how to do it with your own hands and how
to feed your family. Remember to honor those who have
such knowledge and practice these basic skills. These are the
people who know how to sustain life. Remember people's
history. La Via Campesina works by consensus to promote
food sovereignty for people in all ecosystems. Once upon a
time, peasant agriculture and family farms rooted in soil fed
entire regions and cultures. The Cash in and Bum methods of
industrial agriculture are destroying the soil, local economies,
and self-sustaining communities. (www.viacampesina.org).

• Rethink Basic Assumptions: Rural Tibetan com
munities in the Himalayas were once self-sufficient in food,
shelter, health and culture. Children learned essential skills.
There was time and energy to create and support remarkable
achievements in philosophy, architecture and arts. A myth of
Continllolls Economic Development is embedded in ollr wI
tllre. Its sources are many and hard to root out. It is an infec
tion shared by good meaning people as well as by greedy
hounds that promote it for personal gain. The International
Society ifEcology and Culture rethinks this. (WW\v.isec.org.uk)

• Share Knowledge: Can traditional, communal knowl
edge be privatized? Global corporations and the courts they
influence say "yes." Global corporations claim patents on tra
ditional knowledge of seeds and medicines. Courts enforce
such unfair laws requiring people to purchase what was once
their own knowledge and product. Human rights of com
mon ownership and the concurrent responsibility to protect
forest, farmland and water resources must be sovereign over
corporations' needs to sell for profit. (www.navdanya.org)

(Clockwise from top) Chrissy Swain (Canada), CentoliaVasquez

(Mexico), Maria Haunanay (Peru),]ennifer Massy (W Virginia),
Marion Kramer (Detroit) and Tsering Dolma Gyaltong (Tibet).
Portraits by Janet Esstey, Washington. Also see back cover.
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